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Professors display artwork
By Amber Sheldon
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The artwork was as diverse as
the artists themselves.
Fourteen faculty members in
the Spatial Arts area within the
School of Art and Design each presented and explained their work
to a crowd that filled the empty
spaces in the brightly lit Natalie
and James Thompson Art Gallery

on Tuesday.
Artist David Middlebrook said
he is proud to see the faculty have
a chance to show their work after
all the hard work helping students exhibit their work.
"Now (the students) get to figure out if what we have to say has
any merit," Middlebrook said.
For nearly an hour, the people
in attendance listened to each
speaker and admired the artwork

surrounding them.
David Anderson was the first
speaker. Mounted on the wall
behind him hangs a predominantly white painting with icy blue
patches marked throughout.
’this (watercolor painting) is
(from) 1993. (The painting is of)
animal tracks and human tracks
in the snow," Anderson said.
"That’s it right now. I’m making
work about snow."
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Above, Robert Milnes, director
for the School of Art and
Design, talks about his work during a showing put on by faculty
members of the spatial arts
department. The work was shown
in the Natalie and James Thompson Art Gallery in the Art building.
Left, Admiring the new worlc,
Robert Milnes, left, and
Joseph Cowart take a look at
the art created by faculty members of the spatial arts department. Milnes is the director for the
School of Art and Design, and
Cowart is a spatial arts student.
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Seminar discusses
violence at work
By Mike Corpos
DAR) SI111 VVRIIIR

’sing

Lt. Bruce Lowe of the University Police Department gave a
lunchtime seminar on preventing
and dealing with potential violence in the workplace, Wednesday in the Student Union’s Pacifica room.
The seminar was sponsored by
the San Jose State University
professional development committee in conjunction with the
student affairs division.
About 25 people representing
a number of university departments attended the seminar.
It began with the introduction

of Lowe and some information
about his career in the military
and in law enforcement.
Lowe, who quit the San Francisco Police Department after
being involved in two shootouts
in less than two years, made his
presentation using a model for
preventing workplace violence
that the UPD developed in 1995.
The course usually lasts up to
four hours, but Lowe reduced it to
fit into a luncheon setting.
"I decided to take out all the
boring stuff," Lowe joked with the
audience.
As they ate their boxed lunchsee

VIOLENCE. Page 8

Health education project
focuses on various cultures
By Colin Atagi
DAII A SI NIOR SIM I WRI I I R

Dr. Oscar Battle, Jr., coordinator of health education, said
there are a lot of students
attending San Jose State University who are concerned about
health problems their respective
culture is vulnerable to.
To educate students, staff
and faculty on the variety of
health conditions that can

plague individuals of different
cultures, the Ethnic and Cultural Health Education Project has
been enacted at SJSU.
The purpose of the project is
to train and educate students on
diseases and health situations
that can be found in only specific cultures, Battle said.
Brittle said &NU originally
had education programs on gender and sexual health, CPR/first
see PROJECT, Page 3

Elin Christopherson was the
next to address the crowd. She
said her work, titled "Acceleration
Drop," is made of glass and welded
steel.
The piece consists of flat, circular pieces of glass hooked to the
wall and spaced in a gradually
increasing distance from one
another as they near the ground.
From the glass art on the wall,
the crowd’s attention was then
directed to a wooden structure a
few feet away.
Ed Clapp spoke next as he
stood beside his artwork, made of
plywood, which towered over
everyone in the room.
"As I (assembled the piece), a
lot of times it goes askew. The
piece kind of gets a life of its own
and starts going in directions I
didn’t intend, which was very irritating," Clapp said.
Patti Jauch spoke about her
artwork, which resembled a giant
nerve placed atop a glass stand.
"It’s based on 19th century science when they first discovered
the nervous system," Jauch said.
Tony May then spoke about his
piece called "Device for Making
Cage Smile (a Kinetic Bookcase)."
A bucket with a string rocked
back and forth with a wooden seal
on the front that contains the
upper binding of a book with a
face.
He demonstrated how to move
the book by grabbing the small
string, pulling back and then letting it go. The bucket began to
rock back and forth, swaying the
face from right side up to upside
down.
The crowd then turned their
attention to Middlebrook, who
stood next to a large slab of rock.
A large branch rests on top of a
smaller stone, which sits on top of
the large rock.
"I started involving my interest
in the connection between things.
I call the piece "Strand" and this is
in reference to a strand of DNA,"
Middlebrook said.
The smaller stone has a finger
print pattern on one side.
"This is a fingerprint that I
carved into the stone, which is
actually my own fingerprint," Middlebrook said.
From looking up at Middlebrook’s work, the crowd redirected
their gaze to the floor. Joel Mesnikoff stood before his ceramic

see SCULPTURE,
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Park and Ride
not first choice
By .Andrew Bollinger
Students who have been in the campus parking
garages lately know firsthand that finding a parking
spot isn’t an easy thing to do.
San Jose State University President Robert Caret
has acknowledged that parking is a big problem.
At a recent press conference, he said the problem
has become worse, especially with enrollment being up
five percent this semester.
"We’ve looked at all kinds of alternatives," Caret
said. "Some of the ones that would work the best, we
can’t afford. Like building another parking garage. It’s
not cheap."
Besides the Fourth, Seventh and 10th street parking
garages, the university also offers the Park and Ride
lot.
The parking service offers students parking at Spartan and Municipal stadiums, located at South Campus,
with shuttle buses to take students from the parking
lots to campus.
Some students continue to try to park in the campus
parking garages even though it’s hard to find parking
in them, and despite the presence of Park and Ride.
See

PARKING, Page 3

Campaign
showed effects
of smoking
en
The Student Union Amphitheater was alive with
Latin beats as students were invited to take carbonmonoxide tests and see the effects of smoking.
The campaign was called "Mind The Gap," and is
directed toward college-age students to educate them
about current smoking policies on campus, said Dennis
Acha, project director of the American Lung Association. Acha is also a graduate student at San Jose State
University and is in a master’s program for public
health.
He said "Mind the Gap" was an announcement done
in London subways to caution travelers to stay away
from the gap between the car and the platform when
they are disembarking.
The term applies to college students, ages 18 to 24,
because they are most likely to "fall" into the habit of
smoking, he said.
"There is significant prevalence in smoking among
teens," he said. "Statistics shows that smoking has risen
26 percent."
Acha said he my:in:7yd the campaign after conductsee SMOKING, Page 7

A.S. candidates debate election issues
Rima Shah
and Nlichelle Giluso
WRITURS

Associated Students’ presidential, vice presidential and
controller candidates debated
issues pertaining to San Jose
State University and A.S. for the
upcoming elections to be held on
the 19th and 20th of March on
Wednesday.
About a 100 students filled
the Student Union’s Umunhum
room for the debate. Most of
them were party supporters, sitting together in groups and
cheering loudly for their candidates.
The debate was divided into
three sections, one for each position.
Impact Party’s Julie PerreiraRieken, Spartan Party’s Christina Dickinson arid SJSU Party’s
Dyana Romero debated against
each other for the controller’s
position.
Each candidate laid out to the
audience what her agenda as
controller was.
Dickinson said her agenda
was to work with student organizations about student funding.
"I don’t think any student
organization should be kept in
the dark about funding," Dickinson Raid. "1 plan to develop a
monthly newsletter that informs
all the student organizations
about how much money is left in

the budget.Dickinson said she wants to
ensure A.S. services are working
well financially.
Present A.S. Controller Perreira-Rieken said her goal was to
empower student through the
use of their fees.
"I want to give them more
money in support of organizations," Perreira-Rieken said. "I
want to restore A.S.’s credibility
by doing what A.S. said it will do
and by working with students
and not against students."
Perreira-Rieken said A.S. has
a bad reputation of asking students one thing and turning
around and doing another.
Mentioning Measure M, Perreira-Rieken said she wants to
make sure they are represented
in the right way so that there is
no problem two or three years
later
Measure M requires 10 percent of the A.S. budget each fiscal
year to go to providing scholarships for students and funding
for student organizations, accoMing to A.S.
Romero said she would ensure
that fees are being utilized as
promised
"I will also ensure work with
student organizations to help
improve campus life", Romero
said.
The candidates also talked
about alloc,ating the $5.8 million
budget so the largest numbers of
students are served.

Perreira-Rielog: said she WHEI
going through a budget process
which will ensure students’
needs and look into which organizations need more funding and
which can be cut. She also said a
cause of concern was A.S. staff
salaries, which makes up 50 percent of the A.S. budget.
Romero said10 percent of the
money should go to student organizations and 10 percent should

go to financial aid.
Dickinson said the best way to
handle money would be make to
sure student organizations, as
well as student services, are budgeted correctly.
"I don’t think that we should
fund more money to student
organizations by cutting services
that are run by the A.S. and that
includes jobs and salary cuts,"
See DEBATE, page s

Andrea Senn D.,,11
Incumbent Associated Students President Maribel Martinez, right, watches as independent candidate for A.S. president Mehrshad Mansouri finishes a 30-second rebuttal to a question posed by debate moderator Genelle Austin -Lett. The debate,
held on Wednesday, covered issues such as how the candidates
plan to restore faith in the A.S. officers.
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best candidate for the job is here

No debate
Election participation
urged by candidate
.,. as great that the Spartan Daily gave the Mili’k l ’date forum front page space ("A.S. candidates
to speak to students during forum,* March IL)
Most of the SJSU students have joined the work
force on a professional level more than most other
campuses. We are smart, we know what we want
and we work hard to get it.
Twenty-three thousand studenta did not vote in
last year’s election. The good news is that 3,000 did,
30 percent more than the year before.
"I don’t know what A.S. is," "They never do anything," and "there has been too much fighting" are
poor excuses not to vote. They are very strong reasons too vote.
We are smart enough to make educated choices.
Check out the information in the Spartan Daily,
take a second and stop at the party information
tables, and see what’s happening at the candidate
events this week.
Voter guides are available at the Student Life
Center and will be distributed by the candidates,
and there is politicking going on all over campus.
There is no excuse that is a good excuse. Vote,
and take a friend.
Steve Cohen
senior
business and hospitality management
candidate for director of Business Affairs

Candidate appalled at
attack on A.S. member

went to the Associated Stu, lents candidate debates WednesSI
day. No better way to spend an
afternoon than listening to our "future
leaders" spout off absurdities in order to
get some votes in next week’s election.
For about an hour it was pure entertainment. False promises. Lies. Recycled rhetoric.
It’s the perfect recipe to sit back and
laugh.
Of course this kind of stuff gets me
thinking. Like when I hear one party
talk about how they promise to fix the
parking problem. I want to walk up t,o
that person and shake him.
"Don’t you get it? You guys can’t even
have bi-weeldy meeting peacefully, how are
you going to find students places to park?’
So drawing from the words of a
great man who shall remain nameless:
Instead of bitching about it, I should do
something.
I should be Associated Students
president.
Let’s take a look at what else is out
there:
We got one candidate campaigning on
the same issues his party has been campaigning on for the past three years, none
of which ever are taken care of Because
if they actually did work, what would
they be able to campaign on next year?
We got another candidate who talks
about how he wants to tell us the truth.
But if he really did that, he would tell
us that he’s pompous and is only mining for his personal agenda.

letter is in to response to Steve Cohen’s
This
Letter to the Editor ("Spartan Party’s stances
questioned," March 8.)
The main purpose of my letter is to address
mytroglodytic friend’s abhorrent attack of Melissa
Heitz. As someone who knows Heitz I am offended and
appalled that he would attack her, considering that first
of all she is not a member of the Spartan Party, having
most recently been a member of the SJSU Party.
Secondly, while last year she did run as a member of
the Spartan Party, once elected she proved to be an outspoken critic of other directors, who all happen to be
members of the Spartan Party. Heitz was the only
member of the board who truly had the interest of students at heart and her departure will only be our loss.
His attack of Heitz makes me wonder whether he
is truly fraught with frustration at what he implies
to be her misrepresentation of students, or whether
he is angry because of an attraction he has for Heitz
that has proven to be unreciprocated.
His behavior is deplorable and I think he owes
Heitz an apology. In the future, I would suggest that
when trying to gamer the adoration of a women, he
not attack her in the schools newspaper, but write
her a poem or send her a dozen red roses.
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Thursday
%1ESIEC
Information session on A1ESEC
from 4:15 pin to 5:30 p.m. in the
Council Chambers. Information sea’,ion on working abroad at 5:30 p.m.
t he Pacifica room of the Student
Union. For more information. ixintact
Leslie at 831 465-8324.
Spartan Party
Spartan Party convention from
7 pro. to 9 p.m. in the Umunhum
room of the Student Union. For mom
itiformation contact Rachel
GreatImuse at 219.77,15.
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Center for I.iterary Arta
A ronversatIMI with Al Young at
1111011 111 the Spartan Nlenvirial. A reading with Al Young at 7:30 pm. in the
School of Music and 14ance t’smoert
111111 For more infornuition. contact
Lynn Henson at la1-4900.
Career Center
Joh and internship strategies
workshop: Surviving the current job
market from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Career Center. 1’ Workshop mom. For
more information. contort 924-6031.

Health Science Undergraduate
Student Association
Spring bake sale from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. in the MacQuarrie hall breezeway. For more information, contact
Lauren at 942-0367.

Spartan Psychological Association
Research Colloquitun
Dr. William Follette from the University of Nevada will speak from
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Engineering
building, Room 189. For more informatron, contact Ron at 924-5662.
Spartan Psychological Association
Reaearch Colloquium
Undentraduate and graduate
students will present their research
in psychology and other related
fields fmm 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Engineering building, Room 189.
For more information, contact Ron at
924-5652

www.offthemark.com
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Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan
Weekly genend meeting to organize
to address Chicano issues at 6 p.m.
in the Chicano Library Resource C.enter, Module A. For more information,
contact Adriana Garcia at 250-9245.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass at 12:10 p.m. at 300 8.
10th St. For more information, contact
Sister Marcia Krause a 938-1610.
Campus Crusade For Christ
"Nightlife" at 8 p.m. in the Science building. Room 164. For more
information. contact Sam at
297-2862 or Jeremy 297-7616.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Friday in
the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, contact
John or Nicole at 92A-4:330.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat assessment from
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Central Classroom Building, Room 221. Five dol.
lanr for students. For more information, contact Sherry at 206-7599.
Calpers Member Benefits
Calpers home loan seminar at
noon to 1 p.m. in the Costanoan room
of the Student Union and from 5:15
p.m. to 6:15 p.m. in the Almaden
room of the Student Union. For more
information. contact 408-535-8869.

SPARTAN DAILY
EDITORIAL
Executive Editor Ben Aguirre Jr.
Managing Editor Beau Dowling
Production Editors Michelle
Jew and Sarah Grace Ruf
Opinion Editor Mike Osegueda
Sports Editor Chris Giovannetti
A &E Editor Lisa Butt

We got yet another candidate who
claims to not have an agenda and have
an independent voice, but he doesn’t
have the backing needed to win an election. He doesn’t have a full slate of frat
boys and sorority sisters with built in
votership, nor does he have tons of student organizations behind him.
Finally, we got the incumbent president whose every move appears to be
under a microscope lately. Only one
president has ever won re-election, so
what does that tell you?
Now look at why I’m the obvious
choice:
I know more about A.S. goings on
than probably most of the board members.
I have people behind me: more people
read my column every week than there
are that go to A.S. meetings. (Of cotuse
10 people isn’t much to brag about.)
I don’t have fake issues to try to
impress students: I care about students, being fair, destroying that damn
computer lab and getting a couch to

TODAY:

ui de
Women’s Studies
Dr. Mira Zussman "Better
Women: Identity and Islam in North
Africa" from noon to 1:15 p.rn. in
Dudley Moorhead hall, Room 2268.
For more information, contact Lois
Helmbold at 924-6590.
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BARRY MANILoW
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Paul M. Higgins
senior
political science
candidate for A.S. President
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Photo Chief JaShong King
Projects Editor Kemberly Gong
Online Editor Todd Hendry

Senior Staff Writers Colin Atagi, Hillary Cargo, Minal Gandhi, Julian J.
Ramos
Staff Writers Anna Bakalis, Andrew Bollinger, Mike Corpos, Jason Crowe,
Ford, Michelle Giluso, Lori Hanley, Rickee Hill, Paul Mercado, Dray
Mi I ler, Alvin Morgan, Komi Nguyen, Moses Peraza, Rime Shah, Amber
Sheldon, Joe Weaver
Photographers David Bitton, Akihiro Futatsuya, Ivan Kashinsky, Christy
Kinskey, Krysti LaTour, Ben Liebenberg, Omar Ornelas, Chris Preovolos,
David Royal, Andrea Scott
Artist Down Bozack
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Counseling Services
Eating disorder workshop from
noon to I:30 p.m. in the Health building, Room 208. For more information,
contact Anna at 924-5910.
Chicano Commencement
Committee
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Chicano Resource Library. Flir more
information, amtact chicanosommencementricyahoornoups.com.

Friday
Theatre, Film and Television
Department
New stage and screen festival
with student written, produced and
directed work in the Hall Todd Theater. For more information, contact
David at 9244540.
Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support
group from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room 201.
For more information, contact Jennifer Sharpies at 924-5910.
Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to student& faculty and staff
members, The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the
desired publication date. Entry
forms are available in the Spartan
Daily Office. Space restrictions may
require editing of submission&
Entries are printed in the order in
which they ore received.

sleep on.
Now for those of you out there with
good memories, you might recall last year
for the top spot in A.S.
"campaigne,d"
I
I got two votes. Two write-ins.
Thanks both of you.
This year, I’m aiming higher.
I watched last week as Bill Chew got
about 4,000 votes in the San Jose mayoral primaries. This is a fellow who
roller slcates around while wearing a
cowboy hat.
He’s at city council meetings, lets his
voice be heard, trying to keep the council accountable.
So I figure I’m San Jose State University’s Bill Chew.
We all know I talk crap about A.S.
And I’ve been known to walk around in
funny hats, weird jewelry and my
pimp-ass lens-less glasses.
_
So if it’s about being a weirdo, I
think I should get at least 50 votes.
Me and my party of course. Because
you have to have a party.
The Poop Party is what I represent. I
also have folks ready to run for controller
and vice president. Believe me, we will
not let your school go down the toilet. Nor
will we stink up the University House.
We don’t stand for anything shady.
And well wipe all the other slates clean.
My pal Ben Aguirre Jr., our executive
editor, wants to be controller and since he’s
always broke, I figunid,‘Hey, why not?
Also, for vice president I recruited
Kem Gong. She’s an editor here, but
more importantly, she’s into all that

politics mumbo jumbo. Figured we
need at least one person who knows
what’s going on.
You may be thinking my ideas We a
little out of touch. But let me tell you
this: I’ve been watching for three years,
I know how to work this.
Here’s my campaigning in a nutshell:
1. III use the buzzwords that students like to hear: Parking, fees and
housing. Sure, the A.S. president can’t
really do much, but that’s not what
matters, right? It’s all about the votes.
2. I’ll get me a nice tweed suit from
the thrift store t,o that pro-fresh-ional
look one needs to be an elected official.
3. nt drive around the neighborhood
and steal some signs off posts. Like
those "Work from Home" signs. That
right there, folks, is low-budget signage.
Then I’ll drive down to some local elementary schools and get fourth graders
to draw me some campaign signs.
4. Every time I’m being asked questions about issues, I’ll try my best to
avoid every question. And nt start
every answer by saying, "I agree..."
So remember if you want a president who runs the right way, Tuesday
and Wednesday you have to write me
in. "Oz for Prez," remember it.
And remember. Poop Party in 2002
- we’re trying to leave our mark on A.S.
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor
-0z-mosis" appears Thursday&

Death causes appreciation of life
old man with the scythe is following
The
me again. This time, his image isn’t a
haunting one, but rather a remembrance
ef how much time I have left in this world and
the things I still need to accomplish.
And when I go, I don’t want anyone to shed a
tear over my corpse.
Instead, I want them to celebrate the life I lived
and be happy that I enjoyed my tirne here on Earth
Hey, Grandma would have wanted it that
way.
This week my column takes a strict departine from sarcastic observations and take a
more humanistic approach.
After a long bout with Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s’ disease, my grandmother Dina
Giovsumetti succumbed to death at 84 years of
age last Thursday morning.
Grandma lived a long, full and enriching life
but perhaps self-sacrifice is the phrase I can
hest use to describe her life and what she meant
to her family.
My grandmother was born in Cohna, a small
Italian community outside of San Francisco, on Dec
17,1917, the oldest child to Mantra:it parents.
At the age of four, her father died of typhoid fever;
leaving behind a widow and four small children.
She rose to become the valedictorian of her
high school class despite the fact that she
entered grade school only speaking Italian.
Her mother and stepfather couldn’t muster
the money for her to attend college, so she took
various domestic jobs and put herself through
Heald business school in San Francisco.
She found a job at a bank and married my
grandfather in 1941. After spending three years
in San Francisco, my grandparents moved with
their four young children to Cloverdale, a small
town in northern Sonoma County.
She impressed upon her children the value of
education, mostly because she could never go to
college. They all hold bachelor’s degrees or better.
She was also a very religious woman, attending mass every morning at 7:30 a.m.
lluoughout the years, my grandmother was a
banker, a restaurant owner and a full-time volunteer.She served as Cloverdale’s Italian Catholic
Federation chapt,er president for 10 years and
its treasurer for another 10.
She took on various lay positions within the
church and ran its city-wide barbecue for nearly 40 years.She handled the books for numerous
businesses in town free of charge.
She regularly drove sick friends to doctor’s
appointments as far away as San Francisco.
She made her home in Cloverdale until her
death and developed a reputation that preceded
her everywhere she went.
Never was that more evident than at her
funeral this past weekend.
Hundreds of family, friends and associates
packed St. Peter’s Church in Cloverdale and at
the reception that followed, everyone had their
own tale to tell about grandma’a caring, generosity and good-nature.
Prior to the rosary, which took place the night
before the funeral, Gary Mills, a friend of my
father while growing up, cooked a huge meal for
about 25 members of my family because he knew
we had more pressing matters than dinner.
"You didn’t have to do this," one of my uncles
said to him.

CHRIS
GIOVANNETTI

NO SI IAME
"You’re right," Gary replied. I didn’t have to.
I wanted to."
Another one of my father’s friends film youth,
Merle Reuser, spent the last five years of his life
making the one-hour round trip from Santa Rosa
twice a week to take care of my grsuidmother.
Once again, he didn’t have to. He wanted to.
You see, Gary and Merle both lived down the
street from the Giovannettis and came from
broken homes.
When they had no dinner on their table, my
grandmother was more than willing to have
them over.
When they didn’t have a place to stay, my
grandmother was more than happy to make up
a bed for them.
And that didn’t just go for friends and family
but for anyone she came across.
In fact, Gary long considered himself Dina’s
fifth child and referred to my father’s cousins as
his own cousins.
"Great lady indeed," said Gary following the
funeral. "There will never be anyone like her."
Yvonne Bane& met my grandmother on a flight
from San Diago coming back from an ICF coriventioh
"I hate to fly so when the plane took off I
prayed to St. Jude for safety. Your grandmother
happened to be sitting next to me. The saint she
was, she took my hands and helped me get
through the flight," said Yvonne in her eastern
European accent. When the plane landed, we
exchanged numbers and have been friends for
over 30 years.
’They should erect a statue in her honor downtown she did so much for this community. Of
course, heaven’s sake, Dina would have none of
that."
Those were just some of the remembrances
that were tossed around following the funeral.
In hearing them, I found it easier to overcome my grief
I soon shed my bleak emotions in favor of a
smile and an extra spring in my step.
Sure, death is fatal and represents and ending to a chapter in our lives.
But why does it have to be a sad occasion?
Why can’t, like it became for me, a c.hance to
celebrate the life of someone rather than mourn
the loss of it.
’lb know that the now-deceased person did
the most she could while she was alive and
made a difference in people’s lives might be the
most any of us could ask for
Hey, Grandma would have wanted it that
way.
Chris Oiovannetti is the Spartan Daily
Sports Editor "No Shame" appears ThrirsdavN.
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Worth its weight . . .

Kr.vsti La Tour , Daily Shit’
Nick Emmerling shows Ilbra Beitpolous how to perform an upright row in the Event Center weight room.

PRO JECT Group will also discuss various mental and social health issues
continued from Page I
aid and healthy lifestyles and
stress management, but overtime, students of different ethnic groups began coming up to
him, asking about diseases
related to their respective cultures.
"Some of the earlier requests
were for cancer in the Asian
community and the African community," Battle said. "There
were some requests on sexually
transmitted diseases in the Filipino population."
With so many ethnic groups
on campus, it was decided a couple years ago that there should
be a program to address their
concerns on health, he said.
Since then, a team of students
assembled and developed some
training.
Three students, each of different ethnic groups, first began
putting the program together,
Battle said.
In order for students to
become peer health educators
for the program, they are
required to take ethnic and cultural health training at the
Health Center.
Students are trained on the
role of culture and ethnicity to
health concerns of various populations and the relationship of
culture and ethnicity to health
care delivery, Battle said.
He said they are looking for
students with knowledge on
their respective culture to apply
for a position.
"We try to diversify to make
sure we can better meet the
needs of the students," h,e said.
Janice Liu, a sophomore
majoring in business, said she
thinks someone could benefit
from being a trainer.
"I’m sure there are a lot of
things about my culture I should
know," she said. "If I became a
trainer, I could learn new things
before teaching other people. If
they give me the proper training, I’d be fine with working
with other students."
Eva Naredo, a senior majoring in biology, is the team leader
of Ethnic and Cultural Health.
She provides training to the
volunteers and oversees all of
the events that they participate
in, she said. It is her job to talk
to the other team leaders to see
how they are progressing.
She said she was a vblunteer
for peer health last spring that
helped organize programs. Last
fall, she applied and received
the team leader position.
"I really like the idea of ethnic and cultural health because
I think the demand for cultural
competency is increasing, and
that’s what pretty much got me
involved into doing this," she
said.

She said she learned the
importance of being educated on
different cultures during her
time at Stanford Medical Center
as a translator.
"That’s when I saw how being
culturally competent is important when you help patients of
ethnic backgrounds," she said.
"The communication style of
each culture and the perception
of health (is different)."
Naredo said they would be
discussing other types of health,
such as mental and social
health, rather then being relegated to diseases.
"Those are the broad aspects
of cultural health," she said.
"We’ll still look at different
aspects and not just symptoms
and illness, because behavior
and social conditioning is going
to affect those factors."
Battle said the views of each
culture could open the door to
different discussions since each
one has a different concern or
perspective on proper health.
"What are the norms in the
Filipino community (for example) in regards to sexual relationships?" he said. "What does
it mean to them? So we look at
diseases, food and relationships.
And other general health issues,
whether it’s just exercise."
He said that the food pyramid, for example, is commonly
recognized as having the
requirements of the American
food pyramid even though each
culture has their own version of
the pyramid.
Battle said he would like people to attend classes that are on
subjects that are not of their
respective culture.
lie said that people could
learn that though a health risk
is more common in one culture,
it is still possible for people of
other ethnicities to gain them.
"It’s good to be aware of the
diseases of another people
because you’ll find the more
aware you are of your differences, the closer you Come to
your similarities," he said.
The topics discussed by the
program will try to coincide with
other events on campus during
the year, Naredo said.
’Other groups are doing
things those months and it’s a
great way to take advantage of
the awareness," she said. "So we
try to plug in our events in
accordance to those celebrations.
"December is usually the
World Aids day and we may do
something specific for it, ethnically though."
Ryan Williams. an undeclared freshman, maid it would
honor cultures by providing education on their health background.
"When we just had black history month, it could have been

good to educate students on the
physical and mental well-being
of African Americans," he said.
Though some classes will
coincide with other events, Battle said that students could
request special presentations. If
the trainers are not available,
Battle said he would speak to
the group himself
As the program grovis, they
will find new topics to discuss,
he said. Down the line they will
discuss illnesses and conditions
that aren’t around yet.
At first, they plan on holding
classes for the predominant
group, such as Asians, Africans,
Latinos and Native Americans,
he said. Over time, though, they
will add more cultures to their
discussions.
"The door is open to discussing a lot of things we never
probably thought of before," he
said. "You look at ethnic health
and there’s one disease that’,
mostly with white males.
hemochromatosis, a person
showing a tendency to have high
iron content (from taking to()
much from not having enough in
the first place). There may be
diseases that are predominant
with white women that we’ll
have to discuss."
Battle said he recommends
people call two-to-three weeks
in advance to schedule.
Students can make appointments to hold a class by calling
the Health Center at 924-6204.
he said. Classes will be held on
campus in available areas, he
said.
In addition to the program.
Naredo said that every Monday
in the SJSU Student Union from
noon to 1 p.m., students could
take a Cultural Diversity IQ
Test.
She and Battle said by taking
the test, students can learn if
they are properly educated on
their respective culture. They
can take part in the Ethnic and
Cultural Health Education Program to learn more if they find
out, through the test, that they
know less about their culture
than they thought.
Oralia Montoya, a junior
mkjoring in social work, is serv
ing as the outreach worker for
the project.
Battle said it is her job to
make sure ev,eryone is aware of’
the Ethnic and cultural health
Education.
"lier (job), as an outreach
worker, is to make sure she publicizes the ethnic health peer
education component," he said
"Eva is doing all tbe training.
but Oralia is supposed to say
’let’s get it out to the peer
KIVU ps’
"She is the flag-waving and
horn -tooting person. She’s try
ing to reach all the ethnic
groups. I don’t care (what group

everyone is a part of), she’s
going to get in touch with them."
Montoya said she thinks the
program will be very positive
toward SJSU.
"It’s a very positive program
because we can empower the
diverse community on campus,"
-ihe qaid

PARKING Field may be paved over
continued from Page I
"If you come at 10:30 a.m.,
it’s pretty crowded," said sophomore recreation major Kevin
Huntzinger
" I (sit and wait)," said freshman business marketing major
Emily Pinh. "It’s easier to find
parking ... when you’re on the
side and you’re not in anyone’s
way. If you do that, people come
out, then the other cars behind
know you’ve been waiting, so
you get the parking first."
Huntzinger said people who
double park get in his way.
"They piss you off, but then
there’s times I’ve been trying to
find spots here, and that’s about
the only way you can get a spot
to sit and wait," Huntzinger
said.
Senior Stephanie Conigoio, a
graphic design major, said she
almost hit someone who was
double parked when she first
started using the Fourth Street
garage.
She said it was the first time
she had been in there and she
didn’t know people double
parked.
"It’s annoying, they get in my
way," Conigoio said.
Conigoio, who starts class at
10:30 a.m. two days a week, said
she comes to school three hours
early just so she can find a
parking space.
Even though Park and Ride
is available, Conigoio said she
still prefers to get to school at
7:30 a.m. just so she can park on
campus.
"I don’t want to ride on some
bus thing, likb five blocks away
from campus," Conigoio said. "I
just think that there would be
problems with it. I wouldn’t
trust it."
Nam Phan, a sophomore
management information systems major, said he sits in his
car double parked and waits for
people to come back to the
garage and leave even though it
usually takes him about 40 minutes before he is able to get a
parking space.

"I go (to Park and Ride) sometimes, but I don’t like to take
the buses," Phan said. "I don’t
like to wait for it. It’s a hassle."
Parking in the campus
garages has gotten so bad that
some students get ihto arguments over who gets a parking
space.
"Sometimes a lot of people do
fight over parking," Pinh said. "I
guess they are really desperate
to get to their class, so they really just kind of fight their way
into the parking (space). They
won’t let the other person park,
they just sit there arguing over
parking." There are some students who don’t want to waste
time, and go straight to Park
and Ride.
"I park in the Park and Ride,"
said sophomore kinesiology
major Andrea Trevino. "There’s
no parking (in the garages)."
While some may park in the
garages because they don’t want
to go to Park and Ride for one
reason or another, there are
some students who are just not
aware of everything the school
has to offer.
Freshman computer science
major Sonseng Seetho said he
didn’t use Park and Ride
because he doesn’t know where
it is.
Sophomore David Castillo
said, "I used to do the Park and
Ride with a friend of mine. It
was just convenient. I don’t see
the point (of trying to park in
the garages). They tend to get
filled quickly. I think they give
out more passes than there are
spaces."
Caret hopes to ease the parking problem with another parking lot.
Bud Winter Field, located at
the corner of 10th and Alma
Streets might be paved over,
Caret said, and changed to a
parking lot that would provide
between 600 and 850 spaces.
"It is the cheapest alternative," Caret said. "It’s just a flat
field and there’s very little prepping to do. We hope to be able to
pave it by summer."

College of Humanities and the Arts
Center for Literary Arts

AL YOUNG
Lurie Professor of Creative Writing
PEN/USA Award Winner
PEN/Library of Congress Award Winner
Author of
The Sound of Dreams Remembered.
Poems 1990-2000. Drowning in the Sea
of Love. Ask Me Now

THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 2002
"A Reading with Al Young"
School of Music and Dance Concert Hall
7:30 PM
Admission: Free
"A Conversation with Al Young"
Spartan Memorial Chapel
12 Noon
Admission: Free
Book Signing to follow both public events
Books by Al Young are available at
S pa rt n

Bookstore

All events are wheelchair accessible It you need a sign -language interpreter or would filts more
information regarding a specific event please call 4081 924-4600
The programs ot the C,enter for literary Arts are made possible in part by funding from the Patrons Ot
the College of Humanities and the Arts at San Jose State University and by guests from the City of
San Jose Arts Commission the Arts Council of Silicon Valley and the California Arts Council The CU
...mild also like In thank the Sao Jose Mercori News And Stratti GO and Bar for sponsoring eventS.
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RTVF festival begins today
New Stage and Screen Festival scheduled till
Monday; ’Pizza Wars’ slated to show Friday
By Kami Nguyen
DAILY STAFF WRI1112

Students and faculty members
at San Jose State are slated to
showcase their original screenplays and productions at the New
Stage and Screen Festival.
The festival is presented by
the department of television,
PREVIEW
radio, film, and theatre, and is
scheduled to take place from
Thursday through Monday in the
University Theatre and the Hal
Thdd Theatre.
Barnaby Dallas, director of
productions, said this year’s festival is the first of its kind, but he
plans to continue to have the
event every spring.
"There are a lot of new student
works. It’ll be nice to show how
much talent we have in our staff
and students," he said.
There will be a variety of new
plays, screenplays, full productions and staged readings from
actors, Dallas said.
Most of the featured works
came from students who are a
part of the screenwriting and production classes although submitted works can be from any student on campus.
Also playing on Friday is
"Pizza Wars," a movie written by
two SJSU professors, with a cast
and crew made up of SJSU staff
and students.

Director Babak Sarrafan said
"Pizza Wars" also played during
the Cinequest Film Festival. and
was sold out for all three showings.
"This is a good opportunity for
anyone who missed it at
Cinequest to see it here," Dallas
said.
The movie is about two brothers who are desperate to make
their parents’ pizza business successful.
They soon come across a "magical pipe" where a genie emerges
and grants them three wishes.
The pizza business soon
becomes successful, and everyone is curious about the secret
ingredient.
Dallas said the play that students will enjoy is one titled
"Shift." Performances are scheduled at 7 p.m., Thursday and
Saturday at the Hal Todd Theatre.
The play was written by Phil
Mancini and directed by Luane
Beck, and takes place in a restaurant, Dallas said.
"I think students will identify
with the play and really enjoy it,
because it’s about real people," he
said.
The play is set in a restaurant
in one night, where the owner is
deciding whether he wants to sell
his restaurant, Dallas said.
He said it will relate to anyone
who has ever been part of a
restaurant, whether owning one
or just working at one.
The play contains dialogue

between two waiters on their philosophy on how people tip and a
"love story" between the owner
and a hostess.
The play was written by euid
stars SJSU students.
Readings by various actors
includes one for the screenplay
"Mr. And Mrs. R,’’ by Scott Sublet.
The screenplay readings are
done by actors without full sets or
props, Dallas said.
"They’re not just going to sit
there. They’re going to act," he
said. "It’s just a lesser produced
piece."
Dallas said this is a good
chance to see a screenplay before
it is a full production.
"There is a good chance that
this will go on to be produced," he
said. "People will get a chance to
see something that is not just polished work."
Other films and plays showcased in the festival include
"The North Train," "Another
Finn Mess," "Second to Nun"
and a showing of student short
films.
Admission prices vary from
$10 to attend the full festival, $5
for complete plays and $3 to
attend the readings.
Tickets are available for purchase at the Event Center or
through tickets.com.
Ticket,s will also be sold at the
door.
For more information contact
(408) 924-4551.

Above, Rich Kapinsky, playing Finn McCool, waits for his
cue behind the set during a
dress
nig ht
Wednesday
rehearsal of the play "Another
Finn Mess," directed by Alison
Moon. In the play, Kapinsky a
warrior from the past, comes to
aide Joey Stone, playing Kilkenny, the main character. Right,
Kapinsky attacks the other
characters in one of the scenes
of the play. The play, is part of a
series of screenplays and productions to be performed at the
New Stage and Screen Festival.
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Unbelievable storyline, characters wilt ’Harrison’s Flowers’
By Ali Fard
DAILY STAFF WRITER

It takes a great amount of talent for a romantic drama to coexist with realistic images of war
atrocities.
"Harrison’s
Unfortunately,
Flowers," a film directed by Elie

REVIEW
Chouraqui, fails to deliver as a
drama or war movie.
Andie MacDowell plays Sarah
Lloyd, a New Jersey soccer mom
with two kids who lives the allAmerican life except for the fact
that her photojournalist husband,
Harrison, played by David
Strathairn, is always in foreign
countries documenting events for
Newsweek.
Newsweek, in this case, is presented less like a quality news
magazine and more like an
episode of "Just Shoot Me."
The film takes place in 1991
when journalists were putting
their lives at stake to report on
the civil war in Yugoslavia.

Harrison takes an assignment
in the war-torn country and is
presumed dead after reports that
a total siege took place in the
town he was stationed at.
Sarah, selfishly and completely unbelievably, decides to leave
her kids and find her husband in
Yugoslavia.
’ Minutes after she drives into
the country’s borders, the movie
turns into "Saving Private Harrison" with tank explosions and
gun battles.
With a little bit of movie
magic, Sarah runs into two of her
husband’s colleagues and treks
through the civil war in search of
her husband.
One of her husband’s colleagues, Kyle, played by Adrien
Brody, is the formulaic disgruntled photographer who believes
the real story is never delivered.
Actually, most transitions in
this film seem to be formulaic and
unoriginal.
The transformation of Sarah
from the sweet and needy
housewife to a masquerading
photojournalist hero is a total

sham.
MacDowell, typically known
for exploiting the image of the
southern belle, provides no emotional depth and constantly
appears to be out of place
which can be said because this is
essentially her vehicle.
In a scene when she believes
she is getting- a phone call from
her husband but can’t hear his
voice, she responds to him with a
tone more reminiscent of an amateur sex phone operator than a
wife frightened that her husband
might be struggling to survive a
blood-bath in Vukovar.
To the filmmaker’s credit, the
gruesome atrocities of the civil
war are shown with detail and
obvious historical consideration.
Most of the time, viewers
don’t know who’s who in the war
scenes, but perhaps this is to
reiterate the situation of the war.
The director dedicated the film
to journalists who were killed
during the war, and they are, consequently, portrayed as brave and
heroic.
But an overtly sentimental
love story surrounding a war with

"ethnic cleansing" becomes slightly disrespectful when characters
and storylines can’t avoid cliches.
The film also lacks any sense
of subtlety.
If it is argued that there can be
no subtlety in war, then certainly
the provided images accurately
reflect the war that occurred 10
years ago.
It’s the pressure to include a

believable storyline that makes with the onslaught of war movies
coming out, film producers are
this film so poor.
Creating any sort of metaphor willing to take chances with
with a flower garden in a Yugoslavia even as Milosevic conglasshouse is too trite for any tinues to be on trial.
With the ambition to take
viewer.
The film’s visual impact of the these subjects, the film communiYugoslavian war succeeds but is . ty will hopefully take more conlater cursed with bad dialogue sideration into originality.
Socnetimes image.s of war can
and lazy storytelling.
It’s nice to know, however, speak for themselves.

Ripa earns two Daytime Emmy nods
Rosie
NEW YORK (AP)
CYDonnell’s Daytime Enuny nominations Wednesday for best talk
show and best host gives her the
chance to keep two winning
streaks alive in the final year of
her program.
O’Donnell has won both
awards the last four years in a
row, sharing best host honors in
2001 with Regis Philbin. "The
Rosie O’Donnell Show,’ fading in
the ratings, vrill shut dovrn in May.
Oprah Winfrey’s show won four
times in a row nine times overbefore she stopped submitall
ting it for coru3ideration after 1997.
The ABC soap opera "All My
Children" led with 21 nominations, including best daytime I
drama. "As the World Turns" of
CBS had 17, *Guiding Light" had
14 and "Sesame Street" 12.
Kelly Ripa and Mark Consuemarlos of "All My Children"
were
ried onscreen and off
both nominated as supporting
actors. Ripa arid partner Philbin
were also nominated as best talk
show hosts for "Live with Regis
and Kelly."
Ripa flashed modesty when
her talk show audience cheered
the nominations on Wednesday.
"Don’t applaud," she said. "I
don’t know why."
Susan Lucci, who has won one
award in 20 tries as best actress
in a soap opera, will have a
chance to improve her batting
average. She was nominated
again for her role as Erica !Cane
in "All My Children."
Other best-actress nominees
were Finola Hughes of "All My
Children," Martha Byrne and
Colleen Zenk Pinter of "As the

World Turns" and Susan Flannery
of "The Bold and the Beautiful."
The best-actor nominees in
soap operas were Jack Scalia and
Vince Irizarry of "All My Children," Hunt Block of "As the
World Turns," Robert Newnian of
"Guiding Light" and Peter
Bergman of "The Young and the
Restless."
"As the World Turns," "One
Life to Live" and "The Young and
the Restless" will compete with
"All My Children" for best soap.
"General Hospital," which has
won five of the last seven years,
wasn’t nominated.
The best service show category

features a faceoff between superstar chefs Emeril Lagasse and
Wolfgang Puck, and domestic
doyenne Martha St,ewart.
O’Donnell will compete for
best talk show with "Live with
Regis and Kelly: "The Montel
Williams Show" and "The View."
Each program’s hosts got the
nods for best host.
Philbin won two awards last
year after being shut out in 11
previous nominations.
The 29th annual Daytime
Emmys, given out by the National Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, will be broadcast May
17 on CBS.
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DEBATE More than 100 students attended the event, which was divided into three sections for the executive positions
continued from Page
Dickinson said.
Another issue which the controllers debated on was the
increase of Student Union fees.
Perreira-Rieken said that if students want a Student Union with
the state-of-the art equipment that
other colleges do, then it’s going to
cost money
"I believe it should be put to a
vote," Perreira-Rieken said. "Students didn’t vote on the (University) house. The (University) house
cost the students $2.8 million. (It)
put students in debt for the next 10
years and if students want a stateof-the-art student union then students have a right to vote on that."
Dickinson, however, said it is
not the right time to vote on Student Union fees.
"Right now we’re paying the
Student Union a great deal of

money and in this economy I don’t
think it is right for Student Union
raising fees for students," Dickinson said.
Romero said that she is agaitutt
Student Union raising fees for students.
"Last semester when we wanted the Rec. (recreation) center to be
built, the Student Union was one
of the biggest opponents against
raising the fees and now they want
to raise our fees: Romero said.
"They were against building the
Rec. (recreation) center so why
should we support them in building a Rec. (recreation) center,
which they were so against last
year?"
The controllers were followed
by the vice-presidential candidates, which included Impact
Party’s Sam Casas, SJSU Party’s
Joe Lombardo and Spartan Party’s
Lorenzo Deveza.
The vice-presidential candi-

dates debated on the computer lab
among other issues as one of the
significant achievements of the
A.S. on the past year.
Deveza said the A.S. computer
lab is the best computer lab on
campus and students are happy.
Casas and Lombardo, however,
said the computer lab wasn’t 24
hours as promised and was thus
still incomplete.
The four presidential candidates, which included Spartan
Party’s Ryan Grotz, the incumbent
Menibel Martinez from the Impact
Party, SJSU Party’s Paul Higgins
and the independent candidate
Mehrshad Mansouri.
The presidential candidates
debated upon worlting with the
university administration among
other issues.
Martinez said she’s been to
meetings where administrators
have told her she’s the student and
they’re the administrators.

"Administrators need to realize
that they are here to serve students," Martinez said. ’They
should be open communication.
The university’s primary goal is to
serve students."
Mansouri said he plans to do
that by telling the administration
A.S. will stop poaching their organizations and take control of their
operations and the A.S will stop
influencing their decisions.
Grotz said he plans to open
communication lines with the university president, the administration and by going to the atudents
as well as other awdliary organizations on caznpus.
Higgins said he would conununicate with them and let them
understand where they’re at and
hope (the administration) does the
same thing.
Higgins, earlier on in the
debate, changed his policy on parking from one that included lobby-

ing the city and state govenunent
for more parking structures to one
that explored alternative transportation.
"If parking could be solved,
then it would be solved already,"
Higgins said. "We won’t have a
new parking garage because we
don’t have a lot of money."
Susan Grill, a mechanical engineering junior and a member of
the audience, said that she
thought the debate was good.
"Everyone seemed to be passionate about the issues," Grill
said. "I wish there were more questions from the audience but I realize that there is a time limit."
Martha O’Connell an AfricanAmerican studies graduate student, felt the debate was wrong
and wished that the audience had
a chance to ask more questions.
Some students, however, didn’t
go to the debate.

Marissa Gonzalez, an undeclared sophomore, said she wasn’t
aware that there was a debate.
"I think it’s important for students to attend events like the
debate but A.S. needs to make students more aware of the importance in their lives," Gonzalez said.
"We need representatives that are
going to conununicate that. Students who attended the debate
have the best idea of who can do
that."
The debate was the second in
the list of events that allows students to get acquainted with election candidates.
Today, students will get a
chance to meet A.S. candidates at 4
p.m. in the Loma Prieta room of
the Student Union in an event
c,alled "Up, Close and Personal," so
that they can get to know them
better, according to the election
board.

LAPD in joint

investigation of
illegal weapons
sales involving
officers
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LOS ANGELES (AP) A
joint investigation has determined that police officers from
several California law enforcement agencies, including the Los
Angeles Police Department, may
have been involved in the sale of
illegal assault weapons.
It wasn’t immediately disclosed how many officers were
involved or whether any were
suspended.
The Police Department, in a
statement released Wednesday
night, said detectives launched
an investigation before June
2001 into activities surrounding
the sale of illegal weapons. Investigators became aware of the
activities after conducting routine audits of all gun dealers
licensed in the city.
During the investigation,
detectives learned that agents
from the state Department of
Justice were conducting a similar
criminal investigation. The law
enforcement agencies later
agreed that the state agents
would assume the lead role in the
probe.
The Los Angeles Police
Department’s Internal Affairs
Group also joined the investigation, but has deferred its administrative investigation until the
criminal probe is complete.
Department
The
Police
declined to comment further on
the investigation, referring questions to the state Department of
Justice.
Justice Department spokeswoman Hallye Jordan confirmed
the agency’s investigation into
the selling of illegal assault
weapons has led to evidence that
law enforcement officers may
have been involved in the illegal
purchase and transfer of assault
weapons.
She said she didn’t know how
many officers may have been
involved.
Jordan didn’t disclose the type
of weapons involved, but the
state’s ban on assault weapons
targets dozens of guns with a
high rate of fire, including the
Chinese-made AK-series of rifles
and Intratec TEC-9 pistols.
The revelation that LAPD officers may have illegally obtained
assault weapons is the latest
blow to the scandal -plagued
agency.
The Police Department agreed
in 2000 t,o adhere to a consent
decree that installed a federal
monitor to oversee reforms aimed
at correcting what the U.S. Justice Department called a patt,ern
of civil rights abuses.
Attention on the department
intensified in 1999 when former
Officer Rafael Perez told authorities about misconduct within the
Rampart station’s anti-gang unit
in exchange for a lighter sentence for stealing cocaine from an
evidence room.
More than 100 convictions
have been thrown out as a result
of Perez’s revelations that officers beat, robbed and framed
innocent people. Nine officers
have been fired or resigned, two
officers have pleaded guilty and
the city has been forced to pay
tens of millions of dollars to settle dozens of lawsuits.

Got News?
www.thespartandail).,

REGISTER TODAY

Save $1,100!

JavaOne
Sun’s 2002 Worldwide Java Developer Conference

March 25 29, 2002
Moscone Center, San Francisco

lavaOne Pavilion Preview
March 24, 2002

What will you do for
Spring Break?

lava University -Program
March 23-24, 2002

You could work on your tan.

lavaOne Pavilion
March 25-28, 2002

Or you can jumpstart your future at the
javaOne’conference.
Enter the high tech world for five full days at lavaOne
lava Developer Conference’.

Sun’s am Worldwide

EXPERIENCE the advantages of Java’ technology. Go beyond theory with

hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology and real -world case studies.
10IN the lava technology community. Meet hundreds of innovative
companies, network with developers from around the globe, and
hear from industry visionaries.
LEARN all you can do with lava technology. Take advantage of this
unparalleled opportunity to advance your skillschoose from hundreds
of in-depth sessions led by industry experts.

REGISTER for the
:PF,c;11-\1. ,:f1JDF:J J f 1)21c1.-r: of $895
$1,100 off the on-site registration price of $1,999.
Call 888-886-8769 by March

22

to register.

’This offer is open only to full-time students; status will be verified with a copy of your valid student
identification from an accredited college or university and a copy of your current course schedule
with no less than eight credits. Offer is not valid for Web-based registration. Offer expires March 22.
2002. USe PnOrity Code SINP

Plan your lavaOne conference experience (no sunscreen needed)
at http://java.sun.com/javaone/.
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Welcome to the big show
Still in its infancy,
Spartan skating club
competing at nationals
By Lori Hanley
1)311 \ SINIF WRIlf

Sandra Schaad has spent thousands
of dollars on custom-made costumes,
boots, blades and ice time.
The senior dance major has devoted
hundreds of hours to practice and has
battled hockey players for ice time.
Beginning today and running through
Sunday, Schaad and the San Jose State
University figure skating club will compete in the United States Collegiate
Team Nationals in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Founded in 1998 by Schaad, the club
became the first recognized collegiate
figure skating team on the Pacific Coast.
Diane Derschure, the chair of the
United States Figure Skating Association’s Collegiate Program Committee
said clubs get started by dedicated students who want to skate.
"It starts when you have someone like
(Schaad) who wants to work her butt off.
She had to work really hard to get
enough interest in the program, find ice
time and students who want to skate,"
Dersch u re said.
Schaad said the national competition
will provide, "very stiff competition."
"The University of Delaware offers
bachelor and master degrees in ice skating sport science. has some of the top
coaches in the world, has 30 to 40 skaters
and gets money from sponsors," Schaad
said.
Conversely, SJSU offers collegiate
club competition, has eight competitive
skaters who are scattered throughout
the Western United States.
The club also has a dozen more members who take lessons and skate leisurely.
Because SJSU is considered a commuter school, students from schools

without figure skating clubs can compete
for SJSU, Schaad said.
Club secretary India Alarcon is a business major at St. Mary’s College in Moraga, but will compete for SJSU in the
national competition.
She said she will be competing as a
freestyle skater at the senior level, which
is the highest level of competition.
"It should be interesting," Alarcon
said.
She said she has been skating for 10
years and practices in hour-and-a-half
sessions, four days a week.

I DON T GO OUT ON THE
WEEKENDS OR TO THE
MOVIES, BECAUSE IT CAN
COST THE SAME AS ONE HOUR
ON THE ICE.
- Sandy Schaad,
Figure skating club founder
"I enjoy skating immensely. We are
just out there having fun, doing what we
love," Alarcon said.
Although he attends Boise State University, John Schmidt will attend the
national competition, and will skate for
the SJSU club.
Schmidt used to attend SJSU, but
moved north to dedicate more time to his
skating.
Schmidt said he practices four days a
week for three hours a day.
"I really enjoyed going to San Jose
Stat,e. (Being in the club) gives me a
chance to compete for a school that I
would rather be going to," said Schmidt
in a telephone interview from Idaho on
Monday.
On Jan. 19, Schmidt, Alarcon and
Schaad competed in the first Pacific
Coast competition, hosted by SJSU.
Held in Redwood City, schools from all

over the Pacific Coast, including UC
Davis, UC Santa Cruz and St. Mary’s,
competed.
"I was really proud of myself, because
it was my first time skating solo in front
of people. I was really nervous," senior
dance major Rachael Santos said.
Santos took third place, but said she
won’t be able to attend nationals this
week because of time constraints.
She said she is only able to practice
sparsely because she is taking 20 units
and works 25 hours a week.
"Since I am just a beginner, I need to
practice more," Santos said.
Money is also a consideration when it
comes time to practice, she said.
"Skating is tremendously expensive,"
Santos said.
Schaad said ice time alone can cost up
to $250 an hour.
She said a good pair of boots can cost
up to $800, blades up to $500 and custom-made costumes can cost hundreds of
dollars.
"I don’t go out on the weekends or to
the movies, because it can cost the same
as one hour out on the ice," Schaad said.
Schaad said she practices ice dancing
and freestyle skating five days a week,
four hours a day.
She also coaches figure skating students at the Ice Oasis in Redwood City.
Schaad said SJSU’s Associated Students has sponsored the figure skating
club, helping the skaters purchase costumes and team jackets for competitions.
She said the Spartan Shops has also
donated school spirit memorabilia for
competitions.
"They have been really nice in helping
us," Schaad said.
Evelynn Raphael, senior biology
major, glides across the ice at Logitech Ice Center at an early morning
practice of the Spartan skating club.
Members of the skating club are scheduled to compete in the collegiate nationals beginning today in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Christy Kinskey / Datil ’,.tatt

Malott, Spartans sting Sacramento State
Julian J. Ramos
1.311lN SLNIOR

Tuesday’s games

WRI1 I R

Spartan pitcher Mike Malott
limited Sacramento State University to two hits and one run in
a 7-1 complete game win at
Municipal Stadium on Tuesday.
Malott (3-1) struck out six
Hornet batters to match his season-high, which he set against
San Francisco State University,
March 6.
Both Sacramento hits and the
one run came in the fourth
inning.
"A couple of hits fell and we
played good defense," Malott
said. "Everything went smooth
tonight."
Malott said he pitched out of
Mike Malott limited Sacramento State University to two
hits carrying San Jose State University to a 7-1 victory Tuesday
night at Municipal Stadium.
Malott is 3-1 this season.
Iran KaNhin,Av Daily Stan
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the bullpen last season and has
been working toward solidifying
a spot in the Spartan rotation.
"I’ve got my starting mentality
back," Malott said. "It’s coming
around."
Just as solid as Malott’s work
on the mound was, the Spartans
offense was just as solid.
Third
baseman
Jordan
Bergstrom and first baseman
smacked
twoBryan Baker both
run homeruns and catcher Adam
Shorsher hit his team -leading
tenth home run of the season.
"I’m getting good pitches to
hit," Shorither said. "Good things
are happening."
Good things have been happening for Shorsher, a senior, all
season.
Currently, Shorsher leads the
Wt-itern Athletic Conference in

homeruns (10), total bases (62),
slugging percentage (.939) and
runs scored (25). He is second in
batting average (.409) and onbase percentage (.487).
The Spartans (15-7) broke into
the scoring column in the second
inning off the bat of Bergstrom.
His first home run of the season
came off Hornets’ pitcher Jeffrey
Groeger (4-2).
In the sixth inning, facing a 22 count with two outs and a runner on second base, Baker blasted
a home run to center field. It was
Baker’s fourth of the season.
"I was looking for a base hit,"
Baker said. "I just put the bat on
the ball."
Shorsher, the folloiving batter,
crushed Groeger’s first pitch to
left field to put San Jose State
University ahead, 5-1.
Left fielder Nathan Corrick’s
two-run double in the eighth
inning concluded the scoring for
SJSU.
Sacramento State (11-8), a Big
West Conference member, scored
when catcher Joe Evans doubled
to left center field to drive in

right fielder Mario Celillo in the
fourth inning.
Tbe, Spartaris are,scbeduled to
host Louisiana Tech University
at 7 p.m., Friday at Municipal
Stadium.
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Fresno State at Pepsi/Quik Classic

Assistant Callahan promoted as Raiders head coach
OAKLAND. Calif (AP) The
Oakland
Raiders’
coaching
search began and ended in their
own training complex.
The Raiders promoted offensive coordinator Bill Callahan to
head coach Tuesday night, quietly solving their coaching vacancy
three weeks after Jon Gruden’s
departure for Tampa Bay.
Callahan, a seven-year NFL
assistant with no head coaching
experience, was scheduled to be
introduced at a news conference
Wednesday at the Raiders’ complex in suburban Alameda.
Callahan has been working
there alongside the rest of Gruden’s staff, which stayed under
contract after Gruden left for the
Buccaneers.
There was little suspense in the
owner Al Davis’ decision. The team
has been conducting business as
usual, signing free-agent linebacker
Bill Romanowski and defensive

tackle John Panetta
and even
hiring another assistant coach
despite having no head coach.
"I think I have a feeling on the
direction they’ll go," Romanowski
said last month when asked why
the Raiders’ unsettled staff didn’t
bother him.
Though the team said it conducted an extensive search,
apparently considering former
Minnesota coach Dennis Green
and Kansas City offensive coordinator Al Saunders, Callahan was
the clear favorite.
Callahan, a Chicago native and
a former NAIA quarterback at
Illinois Benedictine, is the latest
in the long line of offensive-mindHAVING A HARI) TIMF RR! A THING
I IKE IS MILLION OTHER AM, R It ANS WHO
HAVE

ed head coaches favored by Davis.
Callahan spent four seasons as
Gruden’s offensive coordinator in
Oakland after working with Gruden as the Philadelphia Eagles’
offensive line coach from 1995-97.
Last weekend, the Raiders
hired Jay Norvell, a longtime
friend of Callahan, to be their tight
ends coach even though Norvell
had accepted a job at Oklahoma
one month earlier further evi-

YUMMY
RICE

Fast Chmese Food

dence that there was a clear frontrunner in the Raiders’ search.
Callahan, an assistant coach
at Illinois and Wisconsin earlier
in his career, now has the difficult
job of following in the footsteps of
Gruden, the baby-faced coach
who became the Raider Nation’s
hero during the team’s return to
power, culminating in AFC West
championships the past two seasons.
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SMOKING Latin band used lively music to grab people s attention
continued from Page I
mg a survey at SJSU.
The survey showed that students would
like to have new policies and cut down smoking around Clark Library, the Student
Union, outside dining areas and areas where
food is served.
He said students also want t,o enforce a
stricter rule, where smokers will have to be
30 feet away from the building instead of 15
feet.
The campaign was also part of a group
project for a health science class.
Graduate student Jyoti Angal said the
class is for students who are getting a master’s degree in public health.
"We wrote a paper about it last semester,
but the actual event is optional," she said.
"We decided to wait for the spring because
the weather would be better."
Angal said the event was going well but
feels that two hours isn’t enough time to get
the message across.
"It would have been better if we had more
time so we can wait for the people to get out
here,". she said.
Acha was also playing the guitar in a band
called Bacha, which plays Latin dance music.
"We’re using the music to get students’
attention," Acha said. "Between songs I’ll be
announcing statistics over the microphone
and advocating for better policies for designated smoke-free areas."
He said that SJSU is the first college campus of many that "Mind the Gap" will visit.
Leslie Pagtalunan, a junior in marketing,
said she just started working with the program two weeks ago.
She said she started to get involved after
observing cigarette butts around campus and
being exposed to second-hand smoke.
"They wanted college students to help

because it’s more effective," she said.
Students were encouraged by Acha to get
their lungs tested and enter into a raffle.
Prizes included for Starbuck’s, Togo’s and
Jamba Juice gift certificates.
The two tests available were the pulmonary test and carbon monoxide detection.
Students who were tested had to breathe
into a spirometer that measures the breathing capacity of lungs. The same test also
measured how much carbon monoxide is in
the body, Acha said. The results are then
compared to a chart to determine the amount
of damage the lungs may have compared to a
standard based on the height and weight of a
person.
Junior Jody Carlos said she was attracted
to the event because of the music.
"I took the test because I had asthma, but
I guess it might have more to do with smoking," she said.
She said she liked the event but doesn’t
think that it would be effective because most
of the students being tested are non-smokers.
"It’s fine, but smokers should get tested to
see what’s going on and be aware of it," she
said. "It would be better if they have more
information on how to prevent smoking."
Freshman Holly Valencia also took the
test and said she did so because she is
around smokers a lot.
"I just wanted to see how the smoke has
affected me," she said. "It’s good that they’re
giving this test because it can give people a
wake up call and see the warning signs."
The event also showcased models and photographs of lungs and other body parts
affected by smoking, along with real life displays of affected lungs.
There were also brochures, candy and buttons available for students, as well as a petition addressing the changes for smoking
areas.

Acha said the event went well and felt
that they were able to get the message across
to students.
"We have around 40 people who got tested
and signed the petition," he said. "It just
would have been a lot better if it was
warmer."

Right, Tami Iida gathers a handful of
information regarding what cancer does to
the body during an American Lung Association event in the Student Union Amphitheater. Students working on a master’s of public health degree were on hand to answer
questions, test carbon monoxide levels and
hand out fliers.
Below, anti -smoking buttons displaying "Your smoking hurts my lungs" were
available during an American Lung Association event Wednesday in the Student Union
Amphitheater.
Photos by David Batton / Daily Staff
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EASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation
SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
6 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interview.or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
RECREATION LEADER, City of
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting
Rewarding job for someone who
enjoys working wrth youth. Here’s
your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life seeking
candidates w/leadership, org.anization & problem solving skills to
implement exciting after school
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons
and Sat. mornings. Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit at
979-7826 or download at
http://jobs.cityofsi.org.
LIFEGUARD, Instructional
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time for San Jose.
Mon-Fn, $8.91411.82. Call Peter
or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies
LIVE4N OR LIVE OUT NANNY
for two kids ages 9 and 14. Valid
Drivers License with good driving
record required Must also do
light housekeeping. Call Stacey
for details at 408-656-6841.
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT 8 FT
Established Los Gatos agency
seeks warm, caring students
tor pad and full time
nanny posttions
We Itst only the best jobs,
Hours flexible around school
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
$15-$18/HR
STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
www spnannies com

Certain advertisements In
these column* may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or eddr
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vecolions or merchen d I se
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EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

EMPLOYMENT
General

CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks.
Recreation &Community Services
LEARNS Site Coordinator, Salary
$16.96/hr. The LEARNS Prograrn
operates weekdays after school
until 6:00 p.,m. and provides
age-appropriate curriculum. Site
Coordinator is responsible for the
development, implementation
and evaluation of the after-school
program and supervision of 2-4
staff members. Must be 18 years
or older, and have experience in
supervising elementary school
children in an after-school setting. For more information.
contact Kendra Yam or Adriene
Braddock at (408) 979-7833.
Email kendra.yarnactsj.ca.us
or adriene.braddockitctsj.ca.us

AAANAGER for Health 8 Wellness
Program in San Jose. Full time.
Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228
or mail your resume to Easter
Seals Bay Area. 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
275-9858.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed & Regular Class.
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
& application. Immediate Need.
TEACHERS, SUBS
and
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools. get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
otters competitve pay. health
benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent
training, and a fun work environment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
schedule. This is a great lob
tor both men and women.
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
fpx resume to 408-283-9201.
You will need at least 6 units In
ECE, recreation. music. dance.
art, phys ed, human services.
social welfare. nursing. sociobgy.
psychology. home economics.
or elementary education
25% STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Advertise in the
Saprtan Daily Classifieds,

ACCOUNTING MANAGER
Student Union, Inc.
San Jose State University
Immediate opening in a local
non-profit. BS in Accounting
required. (MBA or CPA preferred)
4 - 5 years experience in supervising a full-charge accounting
office. ACCPAC Advantage
experience a plus. Computer
and platform skills required.
Ability to work with diverse staff
& clientile necessary. Salary:
$47,460 - $67.080 w/excellent
benefits. Apply online at
www.union.sjsi.edu or call M-F
9am-5pm at (408) 924-6310 for
an appl Deadline 5pm, 3/25/02.
An AA/EOEJADA Employer

WAREHOUSE POSITION
Available Monday-Friday
Part/Full Time 10am-7pm.
Detail oiiented Order Puller
$8.00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
Monday - Friday 8am-5pm
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose.
Comer of 7th & Alma.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 eve weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience we’ll train you.
You will need a bike. lock,
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun.
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Cross street is N. First.

For Part -Time and
FOOD SERVICE/ Espresso bar/ Full -Time Positions, call
Host P/T avail. breakfast or HALLMARK PERSONNEL
lunch. Busy restaurant in S’vale. Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
$10 00-$10.25 to start Call Office jobs in local companies
Wendy 0 733-9331 or 733-9446. Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
GRAPHICSIVEB DESIGN. DisSunnyvale to Redwood City
tributor of electric bicycles &
Phone: (650) 320-9698
scooters needs part-time desktop
Fax: (650) 320-9688
publishing person for creating www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
marketing materials. packaging.
and product cosmetics HTML LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
coding a +. Near Eastridge Mall. Lead nutrition conditioning class
mbx5784 @west. net.
in San Jose. Per Diem. 6 hrs
per week/no benefits. Call Peter
PT SHIPPING Receiving Clerk 408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Music/video etailer Sunnyvale Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
16-20 hrs Flex hrs 408-985-7703 fax 408-295-2957.
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Now hiring Servers for lunch &
dinner Secretary position also
needed for Sat and Sunday No
exp needed Apply in person at
51 N San Pedro St San Jose

SERVICES

NASA will pay $8 an hour for
participating in Human Factors
studies. Must be 18-40. US Cit- ATTN. STUDENT FILMMAKERS
izen or have Green Card. Call want people to see you film’?
650-604-5118 for details.
(Other than your parents or
friends.) Submit your student
SMART
HOUSECLEANER film to WonderCon, the Bay
Wanted. Frr. Excellent English area’s largest gathering of
skills. Flexible 10-15 hrs/wk. comic book. film and popular
$15/hr. Call Lisa 408-267-8296. arts fans. No prizes, but great
exposure. Send your VHS subTUTOR/SHADOW AID Position
missions by March 15th to:
To teach and shadow a student WonderCon, P.O.Box 128458,
who has language delay. Moming san Diego. CA 92112. Or email
hours. 3-5 hrs/day, 5 days/wk. cctwebanucgen.corn for more info.
Training will be provided. Call
Kim 408-276-3633.
IMMIGRATION
Work and Family Visas.
P/T, 4-6 MRS PER WK. $15/HR.
Green Cards, Naturalization.
Light Housekeeping / Laundry.
408-738-4893
10 min from SJSU. Call Janis
www.vipimmigration.com
408-225-8726
STATISTICAL Data Processing,
512.05/HOUR. WORK WITH
survey tabs. charts, tables.
CHILDREN & ADULTS WITH
significance testing using
DISABILITIES. P/T Flexible SPSS. Vince 408-356-7895.
schedules. Office of Therapeutic
Services.
Contact
Laurie New Smile Choice Dental Plan
Yarwasky. 408-267-0200
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year_ Save 30% - 60%. For info
COMPUTER, INTERNET People
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Wanted. Up to $25-$75Thr .
www.studentdentalcom or
PT/FT. Free booklet.
www.goldenwestdental.com.
800-437-9165, 24 hr rec
vvyinv.LiveLifeFully.com
RELATIONSHIP SPECIAUST!
Extremely accurate, clear
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY answers to all of your questions.
Student Friendly - Will Train
Caring readers available to talk
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
with you now. Special Student
408-247-4827
Discounts Available. Enjoy online
Numerology Report
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL chat & Free
www.lookingbeyond.com.
help needed for small exclusive
18+ For entertainment only.
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat
Beyond, Inc. Call toll
Must be reliable. honest, able to Looking
free 1-877-955-4155.
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train
Great oppty for dog lover Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/lBA for
clean, quiet. sober financially
$35-$85/HR1 Wear costume
responsible. Park, Yard. Hrchvd
events 4 lods, S
+ SE FUNI Must firs. 551-553 So 6th. $900 & up.
have car, be avM Mcnds. No exp Peter 408-746-1900 or 292-1890
req’d. WI train. Call /331457-8166
CLEAN 2 BEDROOM APT. Just
remodeled Across from Intl
House $1200/mo. 408-995-5525.

RENTAL HOUSING

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls. hotels & private events
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
EARN MONEY Playing Solitaire!
Must have clean Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
You must be fast Up to $20/hr schedule
fun & earn good 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
Email Phil - pipdogy0 yahoo com DMV Lots of
867-7275
money Call

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

HEALTH / BEAUTY

25% STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Advertise in the
Saprtan Daily Classifieds,

F oR NA’TIONAI./ AGENCY RATFS CALI, 408-924-3277

firiinitirsic–ihr3.6zilseimis6c6dird 123 irlininp5c5356sylibilmodb

JULICIULILILILILILIULIUUILILILIJULIJLILIULILQUL1
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Day

Two
Three
Four
Five
Days
Days
Days Days
$11
$13
3 lines
$5
$9
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 consecutive issues receive 10. off.
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

SJSU

STUDENT RATE

Lost &

Found ads

25%

OFF

Athirst..
cdvasum.

Send check or money order to. (No Credit Cards Accepted)

Spanan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
SanJose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
II Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

are offered fre as a service to the campus community.

PHN :
FAX:

408-924-3277
408-924-3282

classified@jme.sjsu.edu
WORD PROCESSING ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROFESSIONAL
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY...
Thanks for making wine taste
WORD PROCESSING
a little sweeter. for making
Have your theses. term papers,
dreams a little happier, and
group projects, etc. professionally typed. APA a speciatty.
life a whole lot better.
Experienced & dependable.
To 365 days of everything!
Almaden/Branham area. Call Happy Anniversary. Trangy Boo.
Linda for an appointment at Lovingly yours, "Country Bumpkin"
Larry Long
(408) 264-4504.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
5
9
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
21
23
24
25
28
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42
44
46
47
48
49
53
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Decides
Flu symptom
Pleasure
Lab weight
Cocoon dweller
Milwaukee’s st
Turkish coin
Cruise ship
Lioness of note
Make clear
Jet set spot
Commits perjury
Tum sharply
Gauzy fabiics
Pnzes
Feel anxious
Mischievous look
Whack
Ripen
Actress Prentiss
"This -stickup!"
Medieval weapon
Ship’s position
Bleated
Burglar
Foundation
garment
Country addr
Lubricates
Pasta choice
Artist’s colors
Leprechaun’s land
Actor Hawke
No. on the Rhine
Loud noise
Passed out the
cards
Roman legion
Canonized Mile
Overlook
Elvis daughter

DOWN
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Grand -

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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c 2002

3 Field protector
4 Not as big
5 Treaty
members
6 Acquires
7 Subject for Keats
8 Continuously
9 Put away in
folders
10 Olympic rival
once (abbr )
11 -Final Four"
letters
14 Grand Canyon
locale
15 Evaluates
20 Spacious
22 CEO perhaps
25 Hindu teacher
26 Goiter Ben
27 Put up
28 Nearer the facts
29 Vex
30 Trojan War
saga

Syndicate Inc
31 Van Gogh’s
stand
32 Digging tool
34 Windstorm
37 Went by canoe
40 Making mrstakes
42 Beak
43 Ammo dump
45 Sci-fi craft
46 Huge beings
48 Gems
49 Yanks’
adversaries
50 What the
suspicious
smell (2wds 1
51 Watermelon
SOUrCe
52 List component
54 Actress Garr
55 Matheson and
Conway
56 "Onnoco Flow"
singer
59 "Bali -’

MAI
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MOM MOM MIME
MOM MIME MEM
=MEM MEM
MEM
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OM=
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MEd ME dd.=
MEMO= MOM
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dME
MMOMMidd
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MOM MUM MO=
Mil MOM
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Marathon runner speaks about fitness

VIOLENCE Speaker discussed ways to deal with conflict
"alpha-dog," an example of the
way that both dog packs and peoes, the audience was asked to list ple vie for dominance in groups
what they expected to get out of or tense situations.
Lowe then called up Deanna
the one hour-plus session.
Most people wanted to know Peck of University Housing Services,
and had her play the part of
how to deal with potentially violent people while working in someone who was angry with
him. The scene ended with Peck
their service roles.
Some people in the audience slapping Lowe in the face.
He then asked for volunteers
also wanted to know how to help
staff deal with conflict in the and put them in role-playing sitoffice and how to be alert and rec- uations where they were to face a
ognize a potentially violent situa- single irate person or a group of
hostile people.
tion.
The role-playing elicited a
Lowe discussed the various
physical signs that a person could great deal of laughter from both
be heading toward a violent out- the audience and the particiburst, such as heavy breathing, pants.
"This was wonderful, we need
raised or lowered voice and other
more presentations like this,"
body language.
He also talked about how to said Armand Dela Cruz of the
keep a potentially violent person university’s student affairs diviat a safe distance and how to sion.
Dela Cruz was the first rolehandle a tense situation without
getting worked up to the same player to launch a verbal assault
on
one of his fellow volunteers.
level as the "bad guy."
Dela Cruz said the presentaAccording to Lowe, UPD offers
services that include sending a tion helped him learn how to
team to look at an office or handle tense and potentially viodepartment’s setup to decide lent situations that may arise in
whether it allows for the employ- the workplace.
"We’re out there in the workees to escape in the event of a vioforce doing our jobs and not crelent outburst.
"We’ll tell you to rearrange ating measures for facing hostile
yotir office if the setup allows the students and co-workers," Dela
bad guy to get between you and Cruz said.
After the seminar, Peck was
the door," Lowe said in his presentation."You want him to chase very pleased with what she had
you, you don’t want to have to learned.
tackle him to get out the door."
Halfway through the seminar,
Lowe had the audience participate in several role-playing
games to illustrate how people
react when faced with hostile situations.
First, he paired people off and
had them stare each other down
until one or the other looked
away, saying the first one to look
away is a "weenie."
The stare-down exercise was
to illustrate the concept of the
continued from

Page 1

By Joseph Weaver

"It was very useful. It makes
us think about how we deal with
people," she said. "I may ask him
(Lowe) to come back for a longer
session."
Don McGregor, a groundskeeper for University Housing Services, said he found the seminar
useful for learning to deal with
difficult people.
McGregor said he has had
incidents involving local transients not wanting to move from
the grass while he is on his riding
lawn mower.
"I thought it was entertaining
also, I liked the role-playing
because it got us participating,"
McGregor said.
Lowe was happy he got his
main point across, but stressed
the need for more time to be
spent on the course.
"I was happy with the attentive, participative audience.
Without their willingness, the
role-playing means nothing,"
Lowe said.
Because of the time constraints, Lowe had to cut out the
video portion of his presentation
as well as an extended section
about team approaches to facing
workplace violence.
"If these methods are implemented across campus, there
ought not to be a situation where
an employee should have to face
a trouble situation alone while at
work," Lowe said.

DAII V

WRITER

JoAnn Dahlkoetter, a sports
psychologist and former San
Francisco Marathon winner, conducted a seminar outlining ways
that people can use their mind to
improve their physical performance, Wednesday in the
Guadalupe room at the Student
Union.
A crowd of more than 50 people filled the room to greet
Dahlkoetter when she entered
the noontime seminar titled,
"Getting in Shape for Spring: A
Complete Mind-Body Program to
Build Your Motivation and SelfConfidence."
Dahlkoetter emphasized visualization as a key to achieve
whatever goals a person sets for
themselves during the hour-long
talk.
"It’s something that UM be
used for healing, goal-setting,
stress or learning a new skill,"
Dahlkoetter said. "It can be a
very powerful skill to have."
Dahlkoetter, who also finished
second in the Hawaii Ironman
Triathlon, outlined six key points
to assisting the mind help the
body’s performance.
Those six keys are timing,
breathing, imaging, sensing, positive images and modeling.
Dahlkoetter explained why
breathing techniques can be particularly useful in preparing
someone to perform at peak ley-

els.
"It helps take all the distractions from the past or present
and allows you to focus on the
goals you are trying to achieve,"
she said.
She also spoke of the benefits
of positive imagery in achieving
goals that people set out for
themselves.
Dahlkoetter, who is also a
member of the medical staff at
Stanford University, relayed a
conversation she had with threetime Tour de France winner
Lance Armstrong for her book,
"Your Performing Edge" to illustrate how important positive
imaging can be.
She said Armstrong told her
how he uses mental imagery to
motivate himself when he isn’t
feeling capable of achieving at
his world-class level.
"He told me that whenever he
was having a tough day he would
think back to Indy (Indianapolis). He said that he really puts
everything into perspective when
he’s having difficulties going
through a workout," Dahlkoetter
said.
She explained that Armstrong
found out that he had testicular
cancer in Indianapolis.
Dahlkoetter also wanted to
emphasize that modeling can be
a particularly useful tool in
improving physical performance
through the mind.
"No matter what the skill is,
watch a tape of somebody doing

what you are aiming for 5 to 10
minutes before you sleep," she
said. "It can make you dream
about performing that activity
well. It is almost like bonus training time."
Some students who attended
the seminar were left with a new
way of looking at how they
approach their physical training.
"I’ve always focused more on
the physical aspect of training,"
said Justin Pena, a sophomore
nutritional science major. "I
think I’ll defmitely concentrate
on the mental side more now."
Dahlkoetter’s talk included a
story of quick healing and how it
is possible for people to heal
quicker by visualizing their
injuries healing and the process
of healing.
This was eye-opening to
another student.
"I’ve heard about people being
quick healers and never underst,00d why," said Michelle Germaine, a junior chemistry major.
"JoAnn helped me better understand how through visualization,
it can be done."
Dahlkoetter’s theme and lasting message for her San Jose
State University audience was
clear in how she opened the seminar.
"Yob might not be able to do a
triple-triple jump like (Olympic
gold medal figure skater) Sarah
Hughes but you can acquire the
same mental frame of mind she
has," she said.

THREE PART!
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continued from Page I
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creations, which were laid upon
a white mat.
Mesnikoff said his work titled
"’fools of the Trade" are fragile
because they are made of clay,
but were given a metallic finish
to look like durable tools.
The next artist to speak was
Consuelo Jimenez Underwood,
whose work hung on the back
wall. It resembled a shawl comprised of gold safety pins, silk
and cotton.
"I silk-screened a bunch of
tiny little caution signs and
instead of sewing them together
I used safety pins. There must
be at least five to 7,000 (safety
pins) in there," Underwood said.
The next to address the crowd
was artist Mary White, who
stood next to her metal and
plate glass construction of tiny,
glowing houses on stilts.
"These are made out of
reused materials. The houses
are made out of old plate glass,"
White said.
Robert Milnes spoke next
about his greenish sculpture of
the upper part of a head (consisting of the nose and eyes),
titled "Dialectics."
Mounted on the wall, behind
the dialectics sculpture, was a
skull made of seeds with two
yellow birds. Artist Monica Van
den Dool titled the piece "Seeds."
"I’m sort of in my creepy Disney phase where I’ve been hanging out for the past couple of
years," Van den Dool said. "It’s
just ceramic under here and bird
seed and resin and these (birds)
are ceramic and this is a real
branch."
Linda Walsh spoke next
about her bronze sculpture,
titled "Waiting."
The final artist to speak W88
Rand Schiltz whose work stood
on a platform near the gallery
entrance.
"The title (of the bell with
matches) is ’Assaby.’ In Arabic it
means ’quick temper.’ The one
with the horse and the airplane
on top of it has nothing to do
with (the Sept. 11 attacks) even
though it’s titled ’Dark Horse.’ It
has to do with two modes of
transportation that we have
mastered," Schiltz said.
Middlebrook wrapped up the
evening by complimenting the
artists and the program.
"I think you can see by looking at the show the great diversity and the wide range of
issues, ideas and materials,
technical and aesthetic skills. I
think we really are a fortunate
program," Middlebrook said.
Spatial arts graduate student
Jason Rogowski works with
M iddlebrook.
"It’s good to see a lot of the
faculties work. I’ve seen some of
those pieces in progress so it’s
nice to see them fully resolved,"
Rogowski said.

internship at father’s law fitin:
i5.20 ihr
internship at uncle’s insurance company:
$6/hr.
0 II
internship at neighbor’s brother’s hank:
$5.50 / hr.
internship in the entertainment business:

priceless

Apply lin a summer internship working on an episode of N1usic In High Places, starring Unwritten Law. You could receive an all -expenses-paid trip
to Nashville, where you’ll attend a university program in the entertainment business. num have a chance to fly to Los Angeles and Yellowstone
National P)uk to help produce the show. Find out how to get an internship, without the help of your dad’s friend’s cousin, at mastercard.com.

there are some things mopey can’t boy.

lin everything else there’s MasterCard’
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PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

Mehrshad Mansouri: The voice of independence
Mehrshad Mansouri had an
epiphany last year. "I had a realiz_ation that there is so much
more that could be done for this campus,"
Mansouri saki. "I want the Assodabad
Students to go to the students and not just
to Associated Students."
As a business management major,
Mansouri said he is the rric6t qualified candidate for the position of A.S. president
"I have much to offer the students through my work experience and education," Mansoun said, highlighting his experience in business dasses.
As an indepandent candidate, Mansouri
said he is the most appropriate choice for
president because he is less likely to be biased
cv linked with any particular party system.
"You have to have someone on bop ... a
mediator if you will, who is neutral and openminded to all condarns. Someone who will
take everything with a grain of sat and make
the best decision that benefits the students.
That’s the busk leas perspective. That’s the
perspective I want to apply to A.S."
Daniel Del Rio, director of Academic
Relations for the Entrepreneurial Society,
said he thinlcs Mansouri would be a good
A.S. president because he is passionate.
"He has tremendous perspective," De Rio
said. He fires to surround hinself with visionary
people. He realty wants to change the campu&"
If elected, Mansouri said there are promises and programs he would like to offer San
Jose State University students.
He said he does not think that Associated
Students is loolcing out for the students’ best

ANDREA SCOTT / DARN STAFF
interests and promises to treat every student’s
concern as if it were the rnost paramount issue.
"I feel that the student voice is the most
important thing on campus," Mansouri said.
’Students are in charge of the school. Students
are getbng their liberties violated right now,"
adding that by genuinely listening bp students’

ooncerns, he would help guarantee their
basic rights.
Jim Lucas, SJSU wrestling head
coach, said Mansouri took it upon himsetf to assist in enacting a wresting dub
that has been dormant since 1985.
Lucas said Mansouri listens to other
peoples concems and answers in a logical and concise manner.
"He doesnt play favorites. Rather, he als
on vvtot is Ott fior the dub, even if not in
his own personal best inborests," Lucas said.
Mansouri said he would like to see
SJSU’s computer labs go entirely wireless to make the campus more technologically fit for students.
"I would like to see A.S. lake a more
direct role in making SJSU adapt to the
technological resources that are available
to it," Mansouri said. "We need to take a
step in making &SU
frt for students
when they go out into the real world.
Mansouri also said he would like to
see SJSU programs and organizations
enhanced and publicized more so students will want to stay on campus more.
"There are a lot of extra-curricular
activities that are being offered that
could offer so much, but students don’t
know about them," Mansouri said.
"There is a small majority who want to get
interested and involved. I want more retention on SJSU. I want people staying after
their dasses and enjoying the services and
programs offered for free."
Lucas said Mansouri wants to be involved
with A.S. because he truly cares about SJSU.

"He has a sense of wanting to help people, to help his fellow students, do what is
right for the university as a whole and above
his own personal interests," Lucas said. "He
is also a very personable ’people’ person."
Mansouri said one of his flaws is his persistence, which usually stems from his passionate ideas and pet projects.
"Sometimes, I get so overworiced and so
into things that I kind of lose sight of what I
was doing in the first place," he said.
Mansouri also said he can be very aitical
about his surrounding environment.
"It’s a personal flaw that I have in dealing
with everyday situations," he said. "If you’re
a critical person in A.S. you are just as bad
as someone who is totally biased. I wouldn’t
take that approach in A.S."
Mansouri said he does not think that A.S.
executives and officers should have paid
positions because he feels the greatest experiences are the ones that are free.
"I’m willing to forgo my stipend and give it
badcto the dubs and organizations and to other
people who need it," he said. "There are way
too many scholarships being offered at SJSU."
Lucas said he couldn’t think of a better
person he would want as A.S. president.
"He wants to be involved with A.S.
because he truly cares," Lucas said. "Here’s
an individual who could be doing any number things for his own personal self interests.
But Mehrshad has elected to help his peers.
VVe need more people like Mehrshad."

Michelle Giluso

Paul Higgins: Enough confidence to get the job done
Higgins has a love for politcs. "I have
paul
always been interested, even when I was
in high school," Higgins said.
Higgins said his ability to come up with
ideas and implement them has also inspired
him to pursue the position of A.S. president,
running on the SJSU party slate.
"I’m the best candidate because I’m the
most articulate of the candidates," Higgins
said. ’’I’m the most intelligent."
He admits that his cockiness can sometimes
be a barrier to communication with others.
However, Higgins countered that people
must have confidence in anything they do to
establish and implement their ideas.
"I’m confident enough to know that these
things I want to happen will happen because of
my intelligence and ability to articulate things."
If elected, Higgins said his first promise is
to be active in the San Jose State University
community.
"I’m going to go out there and talk bo organizations," Higgins said. "I promise to go to every
organization before the end ii my term."
lifiggns said he would mae sure that al organzaticrts know who he is and wil mace SUE the/ are
ware c:f what Assodated Students can do fur them.
Last year, Higgins served as director of A.S.
Business Affairs but said he resigned after
about a round i due to personal reasons.
"It was an interesting, fun and insightful
experience," Higgins sad. "Regrettably, it didn’t

last as long as I wanted rt to,
but I did get something out of it
while I was there."
In the future, Higgins said he
would like the SJSU campus to
inaease student partidpation.
He said he would like to
have all the committee and
board positions filled throughout the year by active students.
Higgins also sad he served
on tbe St rient Union txord of
directors in 2000.
James Brent, chair of the
Academic Senate, said Higgins is
a smart and ambitious student
"He always had something
intelligent to say," Brent said.
However, Brent said he was not impressed
with Higgins’ behavior when he served with him
on the Student Union board of directovs.
"He had some personality problems," Brent said.
As a former president of Califomia Students
Association of Community Colleges (CalSAC),
Higgins said he encouraged a lot of the colleges to participate more in the organization.
Ui fortunately, he said, he was only able bo
participate for six months because of finandal
reasons. He said he thought his biggest contribution in past student govern,’ t experiences
were the ideas he came up with.
"I have the ability to really get out and coni-

ANDREA SCOTT / DARN STAFF
rnunicate with students," Higgins said. "I have
opened up and got more students involved."
One of the major problems Higgins had
when he was president of CalSAC was that the
organization did not communicate well with its
106 mernber colleges, Higgins said.
To remedy this, he said he created a biweeldy newsletter to inform students. Higgins
promised the same for SJSU, saying, if elected,
he would implement bi-weddy letters to the
students from the president of Associated
Students by publishing it in the Spartan Daily.
Another one of his goals IS to have dose ties

with the San Jose City Council and the
Mayor’s Offioe, Higgins said.
"I would like to work with the City bo
possibly come up with a joint parking
garage stridiy for students," Higgins said. "I
do think t would benefit the Oty if there
was another parking garage at SJSU.
Higgins said he would like to make
more scholarships available for SJSU
students since economy is in the midst
of an economic downtum.
"I know thee is money available," Higgins
said. ’When A.S. inonted to raw their
stipend, they found the mcney. TI Lie a viey
1D find ’Torrey
IITIVLAR Cfl atholarships."
Higgins also said one of his goals
would be to make the campus safer,
particularly for the night students. He
suggested having more accessible call boxes
and better lighting at night for safety purposes.
Higgins said he would like to see more
students have pride in SJSU.
He said SJSU has a reputation of being a
commuter college and that label muq be eradicated so students will stay on campus note.
’VVe need to haie more events geared to the
ciffeent people and the differert interests we have
here on campus," I liggkis said. "You have to feel a
part of the mlege to wont to stay an campus."

Michelle Giluso

v-
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Maribel Martinez: Seeking to represent diversity
a student at Mt Pleasant High School n
AsEast San Jose, Maribel Martinez, the
Associated Students inaimbent presidential canadate, took part in a mock trial
manslaughter case against Palo Alto High Schcol.
Though their sctiool lost the case, it set
Martinez thinking about power stiudures in 9XietY
"That was a big awakening for me. I learned
how differe it people who have different standards, different Resources, were treated differently in the real world," Martinez said. "From
there on you start analyzing. All the students
who were in the other team all their parents
were lawyers, were doctors and some a them
had their own lawyers write their opening
statement, their dosing statements We had
worked every single day wribng our own stuff,
training each other with one lawyer, who was
an alumni fran our school."
From then on 21 -year-old Martinez, who is
a political scienoe major and sociology minor,
started thinking about power relationships in
different class structures, something that led,
later on, to her involvement in San Jose State
University and A.S.
"I third( I represent a group of people that
dont ak,erys get heard," the aspiring social-poicy
lawyer said. "Being part of an under-reprented
ethnic group and bang a female and also the
eo:nanic class that I am a part of, I think their
meksage is not always heard. I want to be in a
position where I an understand vvhat happens
bo me and wtiat happens to people wfio are
sinter to me and also to be n a positial later on
where this voice is going to be heard."
Kirsten Levin, a senior in psychology and
a member of the C,ay Lesbian Bisexual

Transgender Allies,
described Martinez as
someone who did listen to
different voices.
’She is respectful of all
diversity, ethnicity and is
respectful of the rights of
others and is fair to all
involved," Levin said. "She is
kind and concerned about
PeoPle getting along."
Levin described
Martinez as a strong and
independent woman.
"She stands up for her
rights and the rights of
others," Levin said. "She is
a leader of leaders."
Martinez came to SJSU
because she said she
couldn’t afford Santa Clara
University.
"I tad myself that I was gong to SJSU, and
I’m going to get the most of my education,"
Martinez said. "I was going to come here and do
everything that I possibty could"
After an uneventful first year, Martinez said
she joined Sigma Theta PS and became a resident adviser in Moulder Hall, which allowed her
to live on campus and build a network of fire
and suppaters through her involvement.
Later that year, Martinez saw an advertisement for AS. candidate orientation. Despite a
lad( of knowledge about student governrnert at
SISU, Martinez said she wert to the orientation.
She ran and won as an independent and:late
for director of campus dimate.
That summer, she also joined INVST, which

AN1,141
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allowed her to make trips to Utah and Jan-mil:a.
"You realize that there are people just like
you who dont have food, dont have a home,
dont have jobs," Martinez said about her experiences. ’To me that is very saddening that
sane of those things happen in other countries, but it is even more infuriating to know
some of those things happen in your country
... I feel compelled to do something not just
for the short berm but for the long berm."
Vanessa Nisperos, a manber for Studerds
For Justice, a student Toup on campus
describes her abilities as a leader to be inspiring.
’She exemplifies integrity and dedication,"
Nisperos said. "Her strength is her dedication.
She will persevere no matter what. There is no

ultenor motive with her helping people."
Martinez said she thinks SJSU is different because of her, because there
are students who know that if there is
something to be done, she will do
"When students know that there is
somebody on the watch, somebody
who is looking out for them, it helps
people to keep going," Martinez said.
"SJSU is different because I listen. I listen to what the students say, and I try
to meet the needs of students."
Martinez said her biggest contribution
to SEIJ is her spirit of change. She conceded that her biggest fear as president is
that she will come bad( after graduation
and find that nolting has ctianged.
That change would be eAdenced n
padoed boeitl meetings aid ccrrrnunty
meetings, she said, Mich v,ald help
ncreare striert aAereness and nol.enent
Martinez remains optimistic, sayng that
there are no problems, only "challenges."
"I have worked with departments with which
we used to have poor relationships with,"
Martinez said of her work. ’More students are
being appoirted to commtte. VVe do tabling.
We are out there really being an association of
students that really want to cornect"
Her vision, Martinez said, is to let A.S. be
not only a vision for students but also an
outlet for students.
"I want to deliver students a stable, more
legally responsible, a strongly founded A.S,"
Martinez said. " I want to have an A.S. students are proud to have represent them."

Ritna Shah

Ryan Grotz: Trying to make a connection with students
Grotz, the 23-year-old Associated
Ryan
Students presidential candidate and
business major describes himself to
be a "wow" person.
"I am a wow person," the director of programming affairs said. "I have a good sense
of humor, and I’m very approachable. I am
very upfront."
Anthony Drummond, former A.S. director
of student fee affairs calls Graz charismatic,
responsible and an outgoing person.
"He gels out and helps people in any kind
of way," Drummond sad. "He’s a very proacbve person. He’s always looking for input."
This along with his other leadership qualities make him an ideal presidential candidate, Grotz said.
"I think it starts with the leadership," he
said. "I have very strong leadership qualities. I can go and talk to people and give it
that little personal touch."
Grotz highlighted his leadership abilities
saying, "A lot of people are hesitant to stand
up for issues that they believe in. I am a
person who has strong moral and ethical
values and I realize that it is not possible to
please everyone."
Grotz said that he is thus willing to take
unpopular but necessary positions.
The business management senior’s chrob to
leadership began early, when he became Ace
president of his elementary sand. He later
beGime president of his high school and vir_e

good character"
president of his
Grotz feels that SJSU
senior dass.
is different because he
Later on at
is there.
SJSU, he joined
"Itit evay ether carpus
the Alpha Tau
has a Rein Graz mind,"
Omega fratemiGraz said "I feel I an a
ty and develwry errphalk pas:n."
oped friendGratz said it is very
ships with other
earty on in his A.S. career,
people, leading
but he wants to make an
to positions on
impact cn SISIJ.
the Inter"I want bo make a difFraternity
ference in the lives of
Council as a
students," Gnat said. "I
representative
have limited experience
and seaetary.
so far, and I have just
He said he also
tried to get my feet wet."
worked on the
Graz said he likes
election board
looking out for people
and helped
and wants to make a
coordinate the
change.
Homecoming
"I always make sure
Day festivities.
people are 01<," Graz sad.
Marisa
"If sanebody is crying, I
Rodrigues, a
*rays go up to their and
department
ANDREA SCOTT / DAILY SI I I
ask them Mats wrong."
administrator at
Grot said he wants
the Student Life
people to take pride in their campus.
Center, said Grotz worked well with every"I want to make people think that their
one.
decisions do count," Grotz said. "I want to
"He got along with everyone and pleased
have a survey mailed out to students and
everyone," Rodrigues said. "He enjoyed
ask them what wouki you like to be done
working and was a fine young man with

here because we need to take into consideration what students really want."
Grot said he thinks students want to
really know what’s going on.
"They want bo feel connected," Grotz said.
"It can start with something as simple as the
international food bazaar and improving upon
homecoming and getting the sdiool pnde.
That’s what I really like to see."
"If you start with fieslinen, if you get them
connected earty, then they will be active
throughout their years in school," Graz said.
He sad he wants students to get a good
value for their ITIUrey in education. He said he
wants to see the book loan program expanded, the laptop total program expanded and
the number of scholarships increased.
He said he would lobby city and community
leaders for more padong for students. He said
that he is against any kind of fee increases on
campus. He also sad he would like to increase
involvement on campus by prepanng a campus e-mail list and sending surveys out to student about what they realty want.
"I just want to keep people informed,"
Grotz sad. "A lot of people don’t know what
is going on, and I want to make people feel
connected. I would like A.S. to progress to a
point from where they can reach a level of
trust, and I would like to repair the bndge
that is broken."

Rima Shah
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VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
The Job:

The vice president is the chairperson of the board of directors and a liaison between the legislative and executive branches.

This person performs the duties of the -president during his or her absence and is to keep a permanent record of the A.S. constitution and
legislation passed by the Board of Directors.
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Casas was A.S. director of legislative affairs for the
years 2000-2001. He was a member of the student
government at Los Medanos Community College in
Pittsburg, Calif. Casas was a representative to the
California State Association of Community Colleges.
He is the co-finance director of MEChA.

Deveza is the present A.S. director of students’ rights
and responsibilities and has been the vice chairman of
the board. He was the A.S. director of programming in
1999-2000. Deveza was also the chairman of the university affairs committee. He is the founder and president
of the Urban Arts club, a break dancing club at SJSU.

Lombardo has been a member of the pre-dental club
and the math and science teacher clubs. He has
attended a few Inter-Fraternity Council meetings.

Goals:

Goals:

Casas said he would make sure that A.S. has an
effective board of directors and executives. He said he
would make sure students are being heard and that
directors are held responsible. He said he wants to
ensure that A.S. has a friendly staff. He said he wants
meetings to be held at the Student Union and not the
University House, as he wants the A.S. to be more
accessible to students and organizations.

Deveza said he wants to unify the students. His goal, he
said, is to ensure that A. S. is here for students to come
and voice their concems. He said that he wants to fight
for the rights of commuter students and strengthen A.S.
for the future by resolving the internal conflict within A.S.
He said he wants to build better relations on campus with
others. He said he will try to educate the students about
A.S. while fighting to strengthen the voice of A.S.

Goals:
Lombardo said he wants to make students more
involved on campus. He said A.S. could improve relations with the university in all aspects. He said he
wants to make sure students know their campus and
take pride in their school by knowing how they can
get involved. He also said he wants to lobby the state
government for more parking for the university. He
said he wants to make sure there are more computer
labs available. He said he would hold bi-weekly sessions with board directors.

CONTROLLER CANDIDATES
The Job:

The controller is the chief financial officer of the association and administers the financial affairs of A.S. This person is responsible tor execution of fiscal legislature and assists the president in preparation of the budget. The controller also must submit a report of
the general fund to the A.S. board on a weekly basis.
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Bio:

Bio:

Dickinson was appointed as A.S. director of extracurricular activities in the fall 2001 semester. She is a
member of the Delta Gamma sorority, where she was
the director of finance, director of rituals and vice
president of recruitment.

Perretra-Rieken is the current A.S. controller and
chairwoman of the finance committee. She was also
vice president and the president of the student body
at San Jose City College.

Romero has been an active member of Kappa Delta for
the past four years. For her sorority, she has been the
magazine chairwoman, the fundraising chairwoman,
assistant of public relations, assistant of social events,
vIce president of membership and house manager.

Goals:

Goals:

Goals:

Dickinson wants to make sure that students are
informed of where the money goes. She also listed
informing student organizations of the funding they
can receive as another goal. She said she also wants
to help other directors fight for their A.S. goals.

Perreira-Rieken said she is working on getting more
money to student organizations. She said she is working on a state-of-the-art organization space, where
club organizations will have access to resources to put
on events. She said she wants to restore faith back
into A.S. She said she wants to ensure that the $6
fee goes where it was actually said to go.

If elected, Romero said she would make students
aware of where their tuition fees are going. She said
another goal is to create a friendly campus environment by making it feel safer at night. She said she
wants to increase the lighting and call box availability
so students don’t have to worry about their safety.
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Nguyen was show director in the
Vietnamese Student Association at
Independence High School. She is the
vice president of the Vietnamese Student
Association and was the director of
singing and event chair at association’s
"Nhip Duu Mau Xanh" show.

Shokouh IS currently the president of the
5.1StJ Pars, a Persian dub. He is a member of
the computer engineering dub. For the past
four years, he has teen a camp counselor at
Walden West science camp in Saratoga.

Bennett was the drum major in her
marching band in Arroyo Grande High
School. She is the president of Allen
Hall and financial manager in the Arnold
Air Society. She has been in ROTC since
Fall 2001.

Tsai ts the current A.S. director of student
resources. She ts the member of the slabent
fairness committee, the campus climate committee and the biue light phone committee.

Goals:
Nguyen said she wants to go to students and ask them what they feel need
to be changed. She said she wants to
make sure that allocated fees go to the
right places.

Goals:
If elected, Shokouh said he would try to
restrict companies from coming to SJSU
that try to force or trick student into
buying their services. He would like to
see SJSU provide classes and seminars
on how to keep students out of debt
with credit card management and how
to get out of debt tips.

Goals:
She said she wants the students to
know what -heir -esponsibilities are,
that they -leen ,o keep their grades up
and get the best education they can.
Bennett said she wants students to
know what their rights are and what
A.S. does for them.

Goals:
She said she promises to make a student
survivor handbook, which will Include student services at the university, lists of
places where students can file gnevances,
and other points of interest for students
on campus. She said she promises to consistently visit student organizations and
voice their concems, and will attend all
meetings required of her position.

THE PARTIES
iMPACT

PARTY PLATFORM

1. Decrease A.S. student fees.
2. Force A.S. into legal compliance of Measure M by giving 10
percent of the current operating
budget to clubs and organizations
and 10 percent to scholarships,
as voted on by students in 1998.
3. Create a state-of-the-art space
for clubs and organizations.
4. Help alleviate the parking
problem through increased student awareness of A.S. transportation solution programs and
services.
5. Initiate a Professional
Development Fund for students.
6. Ensure complete public access
to A.S. Council meetings in compliance with the Romero Act.
7. Begin an open-door policy at
A.S., which allows students
access to the financial data or
your student government.

SJSU PARTY PLATFORM

SPARTAN PARTY PLATFORM

1. Ensure that every student is afforded the opportunity to obtain an education by increasing the number and
amount of scholarship disbursements.
2. Improve San Jose State’s parking
woes by lobbying the City of San Jose
and the CSU system for funds to pay
for a new housing structure.
3. Improve campus life by increasing
the amount of money disbursed to
student organizations and by sponsoring more campus activities.
4. Open the lines of communication
from the A.S. to students and students organizations by regularly
attending club meetings, posting
office hours and sticking to them so
students can depend of knowing their
representatives are accessible, and by
utilizing other campus resources to
communicate directly to students.
S. Improve campus safety for night
students by making call boxes more
visible and readily available and by
turning up the lights.

1. Open communication lines through
newsletters, student summits and
forums, and student roundtables.
2. Inform students about policy changes
and how those changes affect students.
3. Fill up student vacancies on the
board to ensure student participation in
every aspect of the decision making
process.
4. Push for more classes to be offered.
5. Protect the students’ interests in the
upcoming housing construction project
and fight for affordable student housing.
6. Support tha MUSE (Metropolitan
University Student Experience) program.
7. Fight against all fee increases by lobbying legislature and CSU Board of
Trustees.
8. Oppose raising fees for the Student
Union to $160 per semester.
9. Reduce or eliminate fees charged to
student organizations by the Student
Union to rent rooms.
10. Work with the university and the
city council to guarantee student parking in the new Fourth Street garage.
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Bio:

Cohen founded West of Fouith Street, a
neighborhood group. He was one of the
founders for Students for Students, an
activist group on campus.

Goals:

Cohen said he wants to set up a Fast
Track system for organizations. He also
said he would analyze where the money
is going and make sure it is dealt with
efficiently and meet the needs of students. He sod he wants to reach out to
different organizations and make it easier
for them to get their money.
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Bio:

Bio:

Rosado was the ticket chairman for the
SJSU Choraliers.

Tison was appointed as A.S. director of
business affairs. He is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha and the Golden Key
National Honors society.

Goals:
Rosado said he was running because he
felt there was a lack of leadership and
has been trying to change that. He said
he wants to publicize A.S. and make
sure that A.S. serves the purposes of
student organizations.

Goals:
Tison said he plans to inform student
organizations that money is available.
He said he wants to keep a close track
on how much money is allocated
between the fall and spring semester
and will make sure a maximum number
of student organizations get money.

DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS ADVISING AFFAIRS
Shall worA in coordination Icith other directors to initiate change in aradernk ’Policies related to curriculum and re.earch, general elections. continua’, education and a, totemic adWsing. Shall sow as liaison to financial aid advisers. the counseling center and nor student ’orientation.
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,"I want to market A.S. Programs arid services on way that
ha, never been done before."

Bio:
Jackson is currently the preklent of the
ithrupuluyy and behavioral gderres dub.
She is cn the board ci directors for the
Student Union and Student Fairies
C.omirittee. Last year she helped the Impel
party campaign for the election. As a freshman
at the University ci Houston, Jadson was on
sbxlent health Center’s advisory committee.
She worked full-tine for two years at Proxim,
a high-tech company. Pt Prtorin, she worked
n marketrig, set up qusterty rnizeOlgs and
put together a beannual company brochure.
If elected, Jackson said she wants to
communicate with students about A.S.
activities by publishing a newsletter as a
column in the Spartan Daily. Jacicson
said she wants to utilize all of the creative talent on campus to promote A.S.
by providing students with internships.
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Bio:

Bio:

Ortiz is the vice president of Sigma Nu
fratemity and chairman of MEChA Raza
day’s committee, an outreach program
to get students interested in higher
education.

Sivadasan is an international student
from Sri Lanka, and she was involved in
protesting against fee increases for
international and non-resident students
last summer.

Trujillo is currently the fundraising chairman
fix Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity. He also
soves as the chaimon el the One de Mayo
committee. He is a New Student One
leader for incoming S3SU students.

Goals:

Goals:

Goals:

Ortiz said he wants to make a survival
guide to inform students of resources
available, including campus advising.
Ortiz said he would hold himself
accountable to attend all A.S. meetings.

Sivadasan said that as an international
student she knows it is very expensive
and wants to fight against fee increases. She said she would fight for more
classes being offered.

Trujillo said he would like to increase the
communication between A.S. and the
students. He said his goal would be to
increase the communication on the SJSU
campus as a whole.

Bio:

Available

NI %MK

Photo 11 sk IN AL
Available

:
N/A

Bio:
Goals:
Vielmas was unavailable to speak with
the Daily for this voter guide.

DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS CLIMATE AFFAIRS

DIFtECTOR OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
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e enter

Shall maintain current Anowledge ol Amu, !Wit ies and changes in the comm.. community and
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AJAY CHAGAN
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Bign

Chagan was of the president of his math
dub in his junior year at Golden West High
School and was an executive in the choir
and drama dubs. He was also an executive
in his high school’s academic decathlon.

Fcr fur years, C4enak wes a Santa Ouz
County firefighter for the Cahfomia Department
Fonsby and Are Protection. She is currently
a student director on the Student Union bizard.

He rs the editor of MEChA’s newsletter. He
is involved in the Coalrbon for Students
justice and Students for Justice. He was
involved in the INVST program and helped
create a workshop for homeless youth.

Shaheen is cunolUy president of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity. In the past, he held the
position of treasurer for his fraternity. Last
year Shaheen was the treasurer for the
Inter-Fr milky council for one semester.

Goals:

Goals:

Lopez said he wants to act as lemon between
the residents and the communrty and
irrprove the relationshn. He sari he would
go out to the community and Oty Hall to see
what the problems are to help A.S and the
student body make rabonal decisions.

He said he wants to resolve as many of the
parking issues as possible. He said he
would work tr ensure new parking SHLK tures ate implemented and wouk1 Ike to
keep as many of the student organrzations
in touch with the feelings of the community.

Goals:
Chagan said he promises to always
return calls and meet people personally.
He saidwants to make sure that students get what they need from A.S.

Goals:
She sad she would get up wee* meetrgs
with the Human Resource Center, MOSAIC and
Intonational Hotee to find out if those servos
haR arry concerns. She sad she would Ike to
return the students’ money bad( from Meaare
P, which was used to remodel the University
House and create the computer lab.
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Toguchi is the campus leader of San Jose
for the San Francisco Church of Christ
and secretary of the Upside Down Club,
which aims to get people back to the
standards of the Bible. He works with
children and is a member of the institute
of industrial engineering.

Nadiranto is currently president of the
Hoover Hall, a New Student Orientation
leader for incoming freshmen. In high
school, he was the student body president in his sophomore and junior years.

Goals:

If elected, Nadiranto said he wants to
make intramural activities a more effective tool so commuters will want to stay
on campus. He said he wants to build a
sense of community on campus by
bringing students together.

Welch is currently a broadcast-joumalist
for Update News. He was on the board
of directors for the Radio Television News
Directors Assoriation.’In 1998, he was a
disc jockey for KSJS radio. In high
school, Welch volunteered as a recreational leader for day camps.

Goals:,

Toguchi said that he wants to increase
school spirit and pride, increase funding
for clubs and student organizations and
support club sports.
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Goals:
Welch said he wants to do his best to
assist the SJSU faculty. Welch said he
would try to do the job effectively and
will listen to faculty grievances.

Grot was appointed vice president in
December 2001. He was appointed director of programming affairs. Grotz was
appointed as director of business affairs.
He was prmident of the Inter Fraternity
C_ouncil and was the president of Beta
Theta Pi fraternity and was the new student onentation officer in spring 2000.

Goals:
Grotz wants to bargain witti faculty and
tty to minimize major requirements if
coinciding classes are comparable.

DIRECTOR OF GOVERNING AFFAIRS

DIRECTOR OF LEGISLAUVE AFFAIRS
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

EKol

Tran was a treasurer in the student body
at Middle College High School in his
sophomore year and was a secretary in
his junior year.

Lee was unavailable to speak with the
Daily for this voter guide.

Aquina is currently the co-director of
internal affairs for MEChA. She is also a
mernber of Leadership Today. She is on
the Raza Day Committee. She is apart of
the Women of Color group. In high
school, Aquina was took part in Upper
Bound.

Greathouse is a New Student Orientation
program assistant. She is also the
Recreation Student Associabon’s treasurer, works at the Prevention Educatron
Program Center as a student educator.
She was in the Spartan Marching Band.
In the past, she was Hoover Hall government’s treasurer and president.

Goals:
Tran said he wants to ensure that A.S.
follows all its procedures and policies
and that the integrity of A.S. is not lost
because of procedural mistakes.

Goals:
Lee was unavailable to speak with the
Daily for this voter guide.

Goals:
Aquina said she wants to work to
improve college voting and participation
on campus.
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AUGUSTINE BUELNA
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A member of the A.S. finance committee and the affirmative action commit. tee. President of Alpha Phi Alpha.
Volunteered for the March of Domes
youth program. Williams is involved with
a project that promotes sexual awareness for the youth.
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Greathouse said she wants to bring student concerns not only to A.S. but also
to the California Student Association.

DIRECTOR OF STUDENT RESOURCE AFFAIRS

DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMMING AFFAIRS
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Bio:

Bio:

Bio:

Garcia is a member of MEChA and is
working on the Raza Day Committee.
She rs a part of Inter-Residence Hall
Assnriabon’s programming board. She is
in the SJSU Coalition. In Nigh school,
Garcia organized fund-raising for an antitobacco program.

Buelna currently a representative for the
A.S. naming committee. He is involved with
MEChA. He is a peer adviser for ASPIRE.
Buelna rs involved with the sociology
departments Buelna helped to create the
Chicano studies major, specifrcally for him
because the Universay does not offer a specific program.

Yuan is president of Maritham Hall, a
member of the A.S. rules committee and
an active member of the IRHA forum on
campus. She was also president of her
high school’s student govemment.

Goals:

Goals:

Williams said he wants to improve the
campus atmosphere by giving more
publicity to student programs.

Garcia wants to improve homecoming’s
turnout, would like to have an annual
pool party for students to get to know
their A.S. representatives.

Goals:
If elected, Buelna said he woukl like to
provide more retention programs for at-risk
students so they can succeed in college.

Goals:
Yuan wants to bring more training for
the admissions and records office staff so
there will be less confusion for students.
Woukl like to help students individually if
they are having any issues with the
admissions and records office.
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POLLING LOCATIONS
Ninth Street
(front of ATMs)
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Clark Library
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

DATES:
Tuesday, March 19
Wednesday, March 20

San Carlos Street
(University House)
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

VOTING ELIGIBILITY:

Student Union
(Art Quad)
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

1. All registered S.JSU students are
eligible to vote in the A.S. elections.
2. You do not need to be a U.S. citizen to vote in the A.S. elections.
3. You do not need to be older
than 18 years of age to vote in the
A.S. elections.

YOU WILL NEED:
1. Your tower card
2. A valid spring 2002 enrollment
sticker. If you do not have either
of these, they can be bought at
the Bursar’s office in the Student
Services Center on 10th and San
Fernando.

Sweeney Hall
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Pa d pont,ca

POLLING PLACES AND TIMES:
1. Ninth street (front of ATMs) 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
2. Student Union (Art Quad) 9 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
3. San Carlos Street (front of University House) 9 a.m. to
4. Clark Library 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
5. Sweeney Hall 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

ad e

ement

VOTE SPARTANS on March 19 & 20!
2:30 p.m.

Ryan Grotz
Lorenzo Deveza

Christina Dickinson

President
Vice President
Controller

Board of Directors

MEASURE U (BYLAWS)
Acsnciated Students elections ballot will have a measure to amend
The
the A.S. bylaws, according to the election board. Joe Anderson, the
chair of the Rules Committee, said that the bylaws are the ultimate
governing document of the students that include the rules of procedures of
the A.S.
"Thece changes will make our documents legally sound," Anderson said.
"There are lots of inconsistencies in rt and there are a lot of contradictions. We
meticulously scrutinized the entire doaiment to make all the terms consistent
and to make them all fall under our oorporate ground, to make our documents
legally sound."
Anderson said that the amendments are not political in nature, rather they
are created to ensure the efficiency of the student government.
All the political parties and the independent candidate support the bylaw
amendments.
Rima Shah

Eunice Vielmas-Communications

Brian Tison-Business

Rachel Cireathouse-Legislative

Ajay Chagan-Campus Climate

Jonathan Nadiranto-Extracun-icular

Erik Grotz-Faculty

Alice Lee-Governing

Pearl Yuan-Student Resource

Chris Shaheen-Community

Heather Bennen-Rights & Rcsp.

Logini Sivadasan-Campus Advising

Marcus Williams-Programming

stall puts out its endorsements for the A.S. election.

By Rima Shah
DAIL5
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Associated Students’ candidates efforts to get "Up, Close
and Personal," in an event of the
sarne name ended up with poor
student turnout and the candidates using the event to get to
know each other better.
The event was held in the
Student Union’s Loma Prieta
room Thursday evening.
Rows of tables for each executive and board position formed a
semicircle around the room but
instead of standing behind them,
the candidates circulated around
the room chatting with each
other.
Blue and gold balloons decorated the room bringing one of
the few non-candidates, Tina
Tran, a graphics design and animation junior to the event.
"I just wanted to see-what the
activities were," Tran said. "I just
came up the stairs anfl it was
really attractive and I wanted to
see what was going on."
Tran, however, wasn’t quite
sure what was going on but she
said she guessed it was for the
elections.
The poor voter turn out disappointed some candidates.
Joe Lombardo, the SJSU
Party’s candidate for vice-president said he was disappointed
with the event.
"1 think it is a good idea in its
theory, but realistically I don’t
know even know if it’s beneficial

Arash Shokouhbaksh-Student Feec

Spartan Party Issues:

NO NEW STUDENT FEES!
Open Communication with students
Support the MUSE program
Improve parking conditions
Increase scholarships

Pick up the Spartan Daily on March 18 as the editorial

Stud(
scam
A.S. e

Student win
By Paul Mercado
DAILY STAFF WM I I R

Theater student Matt McTighe wa
Kennedy Center American College
atre Festival Region VIII acting con
tion.
The San Jose State University j
was one of the performers selected ti
resent Region VIII in the National
Ryan Scholarship Auditions.
McTighe will be competing in the

Help students find affordable housing

FIGHT ON!

Reflective

ch

